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ABSTRACT
FINANCIAL LITERACY AND WOMEN: A MIXED METHOD STUDY OF
CHALLENGES AND NEEDS
MAY 2011
MELISSA DONOHUE, B.A., OBERLIN COLLEGE
M.I.A., COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
Ed.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Joseph B. Berger
Women are facing increasing financial responsibility, while at the same time, the
consumer financial world is evolving at an extraordinary pace. These trends make a
imperative that we better understand the evolving nature of gender-based inequities
across our current socio-economic systems and intentionally examine those areas that are
most essential in accelerating the narrowing of these gaps. The results of the study
indicate that the assumption can on longer be made that women simply need better
financial knowledge in order to reach a certain level of financial behavior, without
increased access to capital. This study shows that the re-examination of a key component
of financial literacy is necessary: the idea that financial knowledge leads to responsible
financial behavior, and that responsible financial behavior is a result of financial
knowledge. This finding may indicate that women have different dispositions regarding
how they use the financial resources, knowledge, and skills that they have acquired.
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CHAPTER 1
7+(1((')25$1(;$0,1$7,212):20(1¶6),1$1&,$/.12:/('*(
Introduction
:RPHQ¶VUROHVDQGUHVSRQVLELOLWLHVLQ86VRFLHW\KDYHundergone a tremendous
evolution in the last fifty years. Increasing numbers of women have entered the U.S.
workforce in the past few decades, with approximately 40% of women in the civilian
workforce in 1970 compared with almost 60% in 2007 (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics,
2008). In the same period, the number of married-couple families has fallen to 50% in
2007 from 71% in 1970, while the number of families maintained by women has risen to
12% of the total in 2007 from 9% in 1970 (U.S. Census Bureau, 2008). This 33%
increase in female-headed family households means that women are increasingly
responsible as the family providers for generating income and managing family finances.
At the same time that women are increasingly the primary breadwinner in the family,
they also often have primary responsibility for the care of children (Heintz & Folbre,
2000). Women still earn less than men, but the wage gap is narrowing. Women on
average live five to ten years longer than men, but have less lifetime earnings²and
retirement savings²to show for it (Lusardi & Mitchell, 2005). It is clear that despite the
financial gains made by women and their increasingly significant financial role, there is
still a great deal of economic gender inequity.
While women struggle to catch up financially, the consumer financial world is
evolving at an extraordinary pace. The last few decades have seen a boom in consumer
financial products due to technology and financial development, the popular access to
financial markets, and the breakdown of regulatory barriers in the banking sector. These
trends make it imperative that we better understand the evolving nature of gender-based
1

inequities across our current socio-economic systems and intentionally examine those
areas that are most essential in accelerating the narrowing of these gaps.
:KLOHZRPHQ¶VILQDQFLDOUHVSRQVLELOLW\LVLQFUHDVLQJWKHUHLVHYLGHQFHWKDW
ZRPHQ¶VILQDQFLDOOLWHUDF\LVQRWNHHSLQJSDFH&KDOOHQJHVWRZRPHQ¶VILQDQFLDO
comprehension include discrimination against women in the home, workplace, and
ILQDQFLDOVHFWRUDIDLUO\UHFHQWKLVWRU\RIUHJXODWRU\SUHYHQWLRQRIZRPHQ¶VLQGHSHQGHQW
credit availability; and a lack of a working knowledge of basic financial principles, and
how to navigate through financial life (Heinz & Folbre, 2000; Secor, 2008; Willis, 2008;
Lusardi & Mitchell, 2005; OECD, 2005).
Historically, American women have had limited legal rights in the financial
spectrum in terms of owning land, having access to credit independent of their husbands,
and even having equal opportunity to join the workforce. Currently, however, some
progress has been made by women in the United States, as they are just as likely as men
to use a credit card, and just as able to apply for and receive a loan or mortgage (Secor,
2008). The education level of women in the workforce has also risen dramatically since
1970, with 35% of working women holding college degrees in 2007, compared with 11%
in 1970 (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2008). Additionally, women are holding jobs
with greater areas of responsibility, holding about 51% of management, professional, and
related jobs !"#$%%&'#()!*)#+,-./++01#2)0!-#345#+)/-0#67#680-/99#(6-:0-+#;<=>=#?,-0/,#67#
@/A6-#>2/2!+2!*+'#$%%BC=
:KLOHZRPHQ¶VUHFHQWDELOLW\WRLQGHSHQGHQWO\DFFHVVcredit and other financial
instruments, and reach higher levels of education and professional achievement, can be
viewed as surmounting a discriminatory financial barrier, the plethora of available credit
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products require at a minimum a basic understanding of finance, and more likely a
financial savvy and sophistication to see through emotionally charged marketing
techniques and predatory lending practices (Willis, 2008). Single women have also been
among the fastest growing group of homeowners in recent years, according to the
Harvard Joint Center for Housing Studies (Drew, 2006). This gender-specific homeownership trend is laudable as an opportunity to help women close the wealth gap with
men that continues to plague this country despite the many economic advances American
women have made in the last century.
However, women are also now one of the groups most severely affected by
mortgage foreclosures, according to the Center for Responsible Lending (CRL). Of the
total projected 2.4 million foreclosures in 2009, and nine million foreclosures expected
over the next four years, the CRL forecasts that one third will be foreclosures of
mortgages belonging to women. Additional research shows that one of the causes of the
current female foreclosure trend could be the disproportionate number of sub-prime
mortgages awarded to women. For example, though women and men have roughly the
same credit scores, the Consumer Federation of America found that women were 32%
more likely to receive sub-prime loans than men (Center for Responsible Lending, 2009).
In another study, the National Community Reinvestment Coalition found that women
received 30% of high-cost home loans in 2007, compared with just 23% of prime loans,
5% less than that of 2005 (The National Council for Research on Women, 2005).
Why is it that after achieving the high level of economic success that allows
independent home ownership, are women more likely than men to have higher risks with
obtaining a home loan? Why is it that while women play larger roles in colleges, graduate
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schools, in boardrooms, and in government offices, that they are more at the mercy of
predatory lenders than are men? One potentially important answer is the lack of financial
literacy that continues to plague women despite a slew of positive structural changes in
our society.
Clearly, government policy, regulations, and enforcement have a role to play in
ensuring that all people have access to economic security. Government regulations can
work to prevent financial fraud, and prevent the harm that can result from the information
asymmetry that can exist between consumers and financial professionals. However,
policy response in the financial world can be reactive. Because financial instruments are
evolving so quickly and becoming increasingly complicated, government regulators can
fail to be proactive in preventing financial products and behaviors that hurt consumers. It
is difficult to protect citizens before the financial crisis has hit, especially if the general
population is riding the wave of economic strength and bounty. For example, after the

dot-com market bubble of the late 1990s, the government enacted the Sarbanes-Oxley
Act of 2002 to improve the financial reporting and disclosure and general corporate
governance of major corporations (Sarbanes-Oxley, 2009). However, the enactment of
the law followed corporate behavior that hurt stockholders, and was not a pre-emptive
action (Glassman, 2002). Because of political views within the government that can favor
the inadequate regulation of markets, as well as the difficulty in general in predicting
financial crises, the U.S government cannot always be depended upon to play the role of
citizen protector in the financial markets.
However, in a free-market society where !"#$"%&$'(%)* is still an accepted
philosophy in financial markets, one vital form of protection is knowledge and the
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government can have an impact in helping to provide enhanced financial knowledge
through education. While financial knowledge is only part of a solution that also requires
government policy-making and ongoing regulatory reform and enhancement, that
knowledge can provide a basis for individuals to be able to manage their money and
advocate for themselves in financial situations. Additionally, financial knowledge can
help provide individuals with an understanding that may affect the support they provide
for different types of financial governance and policy-making. In this way, government
policy in terms of improved financial education is critical, especially for groups who are
less financially literate.
In examining individual financial understanding, women have been found to be
less financially literate than men at the college level. A 2005 random survey of college
student credit card use conducted by the Smith College Center for Women and Financial
,QGHSHQGHQFHDVVHVVHGVWXGHQWV¶ILQDQFLDONQRZOHGJHEDVHGRQUHVSRQVHVWRQLQH
questions (Mahdavi & Lewis, 2005). According to the survey, women scored lower on
financial knowledge. The survey also found that female and male students used credit
cards differently. In possession of more credit cards, women were more likely than men
to have credit card debt over $5,000, pay late, and not pay their balances in full.
As adults, that trend seems to continue with women engaging in less financially
literate behavior. While women tend to outlive men by 5-10 years, they save less for
retirement than men. Although women are steadily climbing the corporate ladder, they
remain less confident investors than men (Rosenwald, 2008). A trend like increased
ZRPHQ¶VKRPHRZQHUVKLSLVRQHWRFHOHEUDWHLQWKHIDFHRIVRPXFKDSSDUHQWIHPDOH
financial insecurity. But the higher foreclosure rate for women does not bode well for the
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potential wealth creation that could result from paying off a mortgage. So while women
have been legislated equal rights to the financial world, numerous studies indicate that
women do not have equal financial knowledge.
:RPHQ¶VHFRQRPLFVHFXULW\LVRQ86SROLF\PDNHUV¶DJHQGDV3UHVLGHQW2EDPD
has highlighted wRPHQ¶VHFRQRPLFVHFXULW\DVRQHRIWKHSULPDU\JRDOVRIWKHQHZO\
created White House Council on Women and Girls (Swarns, 2009). Upon closer
inspection, however, we find that some of the behaviors that plagued women in the subprime mortgage crisis may be DUHVXOWRIDODFNRIZRPHQ¶VILQDQFLDOXQGHUVWDQGLQJ,Q
WXUQWKHVHEHKDYLRUVFRXOGDOVREHDIDFWRULQKLQGHULQJZRPHQ¶VHFRQRPLFVHFXULW\LQD
broader sense.
Research has demonstrated a link between financial knowledge and responsible
financial behavior (Hilgert, Hogarth, & Beverly, 2003; Lusardi & Mitchell, 2007; Calvet,
Campbell, and Sodini, 2005: and Van Rooji, Lusardi, and Alessie, 2007). What women
may be lacking is a firm financial education that will give them the tools and the savvy to
continue to build the wealth they need to adequately support themselves, their families,
and their communities.
Purpose of the Study
Given the importance of financial literacy as a key piece of the economic equity
puzzle, and the link between financial knowledge and knowledge-based financial
behavior, this study proposes an in-depth examination of the financial topics that women
may need a stronger understanding of, given their current role and responsibilities in
families and society. It will include the recommendation of a subset of financial topics of
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which women need a greater understanding. The study will not explore how to implement
those topics and content into effective curricula.
Research Questions
The following primary question and three sub-questions will form the basis of the
research proposed in this study:

+,"%&-.)/0$12$&1)&3'$*4!".&/)'$.&.$$1&%)&'"-$&5$%%$*&64.".!4"0&1$!474).78&&
a. What financial topics do women struggle with most, as demonstrated through
financial literacy surveys?
b. What are common financial problems for women, as demonstrated through
different financial behaviors?
c. What financial knowledge do American women report they need?
Significance of the Study
It is clear that there are many potential relationships and areas of exploration in
this field. Looking at knowledge is a starting point that could lead to further exploration
of different avenues. In other words, it is one piece of the puzzle. Examining financial
knowledge issues is a way to begin to approach an area that is far too large for any one
study, but rather is worthy of a body of work.
The significance of this study is underscored by two audiences: those who will
find the research of value, and those who will benefit from the research.
Who Will Find the Research of Value?
According to the National Council on Economic Education (2007), 21 states
included personal finance in their educational standards in 1998, with an increase to 40
VWDWHV¶LQFOXVLRQLQ6RPHQLQHVWDWHVUHTXLUHGKLJKVFKRROFRXUVHVWREHRIIHUHGLQ
7

2007 (NCEE, 2007). As these programs continue to increase, high school educators who
are required to provide financial education curriculum would benefit from research on
relevant and necessary financial content for financial education programs. Additionally,
educators who are developing and offering financial education curricula would also
EHQHILWIURPDQXQGHUVWDQGLQJRIWKHXQLTXHSRVLWLRQRIZRPHQ¶VQHHGIRUDQG
understanding of personal finance in order to create programs with depth and long-term
impact for both genders.
There is an assortment of other types of providers of financial education as well,
including community-based organizations, cooperative extension services, employers, the
military, community colleges, and faith-based groups (Vitt et al. 2000). The variety in
scope and demographics means that Americans of all ages and all walks of life are
receiving access to financial education. These education providers will also benefit from
research that explores necessary topics for effective financial education. Groups that
provide financial education resources for women and girls in particular will benefit from
findings about the financial knowledge that women are lacking, For example, groups that
provide information for female mortgage borrowers or regarding retirement savings for
women will benefit by knowing how to approach the material to make it most useful to
women.
Finally, policymakers will also benefit from information and research that could
lead to more effective financial education. As financial education continues to grow,
policymakers will need to determine how best to allocate funding for programs.
$GGLWLRQDOO\SROLF\PDNHUVZKRIRFXVRQZRPHQ¶VHFRQRPLFVHFXULW\ZLOODOVREHQHILW
from a greater understanding of the financial topics women need as a step toward
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economic security. This information is relevant to policymakers at all levels²federal,
state, and local²EHFDXVHLQIRUPDWLRQUHJDUGLQJZRPHQ¶VILQDQFLDONQRZOHGJHQHHGVLV
relevant to programs at all levels.
Who Will Benefit?
An understanding of finance, or financial literacy, provides people with the basic
tools to begin to take responsibility for their financial well-being (Hilgert et al., 2003;
Lusardi & Mitchell, 2007; Calvet et al., 2005: and Van Rooji et al, 2007). It also allows
them to explore many new possibilities in life. For women in the United States, this need
could be deemed even more vital given that women are still paid less than men for the
same kinds of jobs, have less access to higher-paying jobs and education, and tend to
accumulate less wealth over time as they may choose to stay home to care for their
children for all or part of their prime working years (Heinz & Folbre, 2000; Secor, 2008;
Willis, 2008; Lusardi & Mitchell, 2005; OECD, 2005; U.S. Census Bureau, 2008). A
more desperate perspective is the alarming rate of women under the poverty level, the
growing rate of women-headed households, the increased rate of divorce, and the
persistent discrimination in the home and workplace that continues to burden women and
impede their financial security (Heintz & Folbre, 2000). These women, their families, and
ultimately society will benefit from a greater understanding of how to help women
become more financially literate.
Assumptions
The primary and most significant assumption in this study is best expressed in the
following diagram:
Financial education -> financial knowledge -> responsible financial behavior
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Specifically, the assumption is that financial education leads to financial knowledge,
which in turn leads to responsible financial behavior. Chapter 2 of this paper will explore
this assumption further, and provide research support in favor of it. However, the goal of
the study is not to prove the link between knowledge and behavior, but rather to
acknowledge its acceptance in the existing literature on financial literacy.
$VHFRQGDVVXPSWLRQLVWKDWRQHRIWKHURRWVRIWKHSUREOHPRIZRPHQ¶VODFNRI
financial literacy today is that the right financial principles are not being taught. In other
words, it is assumed that women will gain financial knowledge if they are just taught the
financial principles that are currently lacking in financial education. Therefore, a
delimitation of this study related to this assumption is that specific educational treatments
affeFWZRPHQ¶VILQDQFLDOOLWHUDF\ZLOOQRWEHH[DPLQHGLQWKLVUHVHDUFK
A third assumption is that girls and women have access to financial education.
Chapter 2 of this paper will explore this assumption further, and provide evidence of
supporting research about this access. As a related delimitation, this study will not
attempt to prove that this access is available.
Finally, it is well established that women are not the only individuals in our
society who have been traditionally disadvantaged and under-served in terms of access to
both financial resources and financial literacy. Therefore, while this same study could
include other under-capitalized groups (e.g. racial/ethnic minorities), this study focuses
exclusively on gender as an ubiquitous and important issue. However, the intentional
choice to focus on women does not diminish the importance of addressing greater
financial equity (in terms of both access to capital and financial literacy) for all
individuals and groups.

10

Definitions
In this study, financial literacy will mean that one is literate in the issues of
managing money (including saving, budgeting, investing, credit, insurance, and taxes),
and utilizes that knowledge to gain personal welfare through financial security. There is a
more extensive explanation of this definition and its determinants in Chapter 2.
Overview
The purpose of this paper is to explore the financial knowledge that women are
lacking but need today through examining different sources of information on that topic.
Chapter 1 has provided a statement of the problem, the purpose of the study, and why the
study is significant to a variety of constituencies. Chapter 2 will begin an overview of the
literature on financial literacy, including an examination of the definition of financial
literacy, what is understood about financial knowledge, and the connection between
financial understanding and responsible financial behavior. Additionally, current
financial education programs, their accessibility, and their effectiveness will be explored.
)LQDOO\DORRNDWKRZWDUJHWHGZRPHQ¶VILQDQFLDOHGXFDWLRQSURJUDPVKDYHEHQHILWHG
women can provide insight into the value of understanding the financial understanding
needs of women. Chapter 3 will define the research design, data collection and analysis
methods, and limitations of the study. Chapter 4 will discuss the results of the study, and
Chapter 5 will examine the findings of the study, and their implications for practice,
policy, and research.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE ON FINANCIAL LITERACY AND WOMEN
Introduction
Financial understanding is important to all people, but especially to groups like
women who are traditionally more economically oppressed and vulnerable due to
existing and historical societal discrimination, but are nevertheless playing an increasing
role as the sole breadwinner in families. A lack of financial understanding can compound
this potential for economic instability for women and their children.
Some women have escaped the dire straits of economic discrimination, and have
managed to force their way through the 20"77&!$404.2 to higher-paying jobs. In fact, women
compose 40% of the population with assets of $500,000 or more, compose half the
workforce, and own 30% of all businesses (Dickinson, 1996). However, while these
women may have more financial resources than some, financial consulting surveys show
³DGLVWXUELQJGLVUHJDUG´IRUWKHILQDQFLDOZHOO-being of women compared to men
(Dickinson, 1996). According to Dickinson (1996), even though women are becoming
more economically prominent in some cases, they still receive less attention as well as
inferior advice and treatment by financial services brokers.
A lack of financial literacy can mean that women of a range of income levels do
not have adequate tools to navigate the financial areas of their lives. A lack of financial
understanding can mean that women and their children do not have an equal chance at
becoming financially secure. It is necessary to understand the kind of financial
understanding women need in order to begin to understand how to help women become
more financially literate.

12

The next section will include an explanation for the working definition of this
paper, and how it connects knowledge and behavior. Next, a look at which groups have
more²and less²financial knowledge follows. An exploration of the link between
knowledge and behavior is the next topic discussed, as it sets up an integral relationship
that will be explored through this study. A look at current programs, access, and their
effectiveness follows in an attempt to lay the groundwork for an understanding of what
types of financial education are currently available. Finally, an examination of how
targeted financial education has helped women rounds out the section and draws the
conclusion that education can impact behavior.
Topical Areas
What is Financial Literacy?
The study and understanding of financial literacy is laden with challenges. Before
discovering how to overcome the obstacles for gaining financial literacy, we first have to
overcome the obstacle of defining it. In fact, the complexities to defining financial
literacy are indicative of the barriers to acquiring it.
A range of definitions exists that differ mainly in scope, ranging from broad
concepts to specific skill sets. The basis of the content of financial literacy is finance and
economics applied to life needs, and an essential component of the definition seems to be
QRWMXVWWKHFRPSUHKHQVLRQRIILQDQFHDQGHFRQRPLFVLQRQH¶VOLIHEXWWKHDSSOLFDWLRQRI
that understanGLQJIRURQH¶VSHUVRQDOZHOIDUH
One approach to defining financial literacy is to start by breaking down the
concept of 64.".!$. Finance can be understood as a combination of math, economics, and
risk along with its accompanying psychological components. Lerman and Bell (2004)
13

SRLQWRXWWKDW³ILQDQFHFDQEHDFRPSOLFDWHGVXEMHFWLQYROYLQJVRSKLVWLFDWHGPDWKHPDWLFV
a deep understanding of economics, and a recognition that psychological factors
LQIOXHQFHDFWXDOFKRLFHVLQWKHFRQWH[WRIULVN´ Lerman and Bell, p. 16).
The concept of !)'(04!"%$1&795:$!% is key here, and one of the reasons that financial
literacy can be so challenging. Economic understanding and its behavioral components
are also an important part of financial literacy, and an explanation of how economic
understanding is related to financial literacy will be explored further in this section.
Finance is also scaleable; it can pertain on a large scale to government entities, as
in '9.4!4("0 finance; to companies, as in !)*()*"%$ finance; or on a smaller scale to
individuals, as in ($*7)."0 finance. While financial literacy could mean in a broad sense an
understanding of all things financial, taking into account an understanding of the entire
scale, this study will focus on individual or ($*7)."0 financial literacy. One challenging
aspect of this idea is that even when focusing on financial literacy on an individual, or
personal level, some degree of comprehension of larger-scale finance is necessary in
order for comprehensive literacy about an indLYLGXDO¶VSHUVRQDOILQDQFLDOVLWXDWLRQ7KH
definitions that follow begin to combine the larger- and smaller-scale concepts of finance,
DQGKLJKOLJKWWKHLGHDWKDWXQGHUVWDQGLQJRQH¶VSersonal financial situation also involves
having the reasoning tools to comprehend a larger financial picture of a company or a
national economy.
Zvi Bodie, a Boston University professor of Finance who writes extensively on
SHQVLRQILQDQFHDQGLQYHVWPHQWVWUDWHJ\H[SODLQVLQDUHVHDUFKQRWHWKDW³ILQDQFHLVD
branch of economics that deals with budgeting, saving, investing, borrowing, lending,
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LQVXULQJGLYHUVLI\LQJDQGPDWFKLQJ´ %RGLHS 7KHVHLVVXHVDUHwide-ranging,
meaning they are necessary for governments and corporations, as well as for individuals.
The four principles that Bodie believes should serve as a guide for setting standards of
financial literacy for individuals, and for utilizing in making personal financial decisions,
include the following:
1) .HHSLQPLQGWKH³/DZRI2QH3ULFH´PHDQLQJWKDWWKDW the same item should
have the same price in all markets (Lamont & Thaler, 2003) when making
financial decisions.
2) Make decisions about personal savings and investing with the long-term
perspective that personal financial resources need to be allocated such that
lifetime earnings cannot be surpassed by lifetime consumption.
3) Handle decisions about managing risk in investing by using a rational model
that seeks to maximize welfare, which is commonly done by investing in
assets that meet investment goals, and diversifying investment allocations to
spread risk.
4) When analyzing financial decisions, be sure to account for taxes and the costs
of the transactions and those fees (Bodie, 2006).
Morton (2005) agrees that personal finance should be grounded in the concepts
and principles of economics. He believes that the study of economics allows personal
finance to be viewed in a frame within which consumers are also producers and citizens.
For example, economic reasoning, which generally entails the overarching economic
basis RIWDNLQJDFWLRQVWRPD[LPL]HRQH¶VXWLOLW\ZRXOGLQGLFDWHWKDWFRQVXPHUVVKRXOG
seek to improve their well-being by attaining education and job skills that have a value in
15

the marketplace (Morton, 2005). Through extrapolation, this reasoning would seem to
mean that financial literacy would go hand in hand with economic reasoning, and that
financial literacy would mean that individuals had the tools to know and take the steps to
maximize their economic utility.
Morton (2005) goes on to suggest that educational topics for personal finance
could be centered around concepts and principles of economics. For example,
understanding the concept of 7!"*!4%;²the idea that resources are limited and consumers
have to make trade-offs in society²is a central tenet for both economic and financial
literacy. Finite, or limited, societal resources include human resources, natural resources,
and capital goods. Morton concludes that economics and personal finance are both
simply about choices and their consequences, both positive and negative (Morton, 2005).
Outside of the broader fields of finance and economics, there are efforts to define
financial literacy in similar terms: individuals, money, and security. Financial literacy is
defined by the Jump$tart Coalition for Personal Financial Literacy (Jump$tart), the
leading standard-EHDUHUIRUWKHILHOGWREHWKHDELOLW\WRXVHRQH¶VUHVRXUFHVIRUOLIHWLPH
financial security. A component of that is personal finance, which is defined by
Jump$tart as the principles and methods that people use to manage income, assets, and
debt (Jump$tart Coalition for Personal Financial Literacy, 2008).
The definition of financial literacy that seems to best capture the broader fields of
finance and economics, and the narrower field of personal finance, is one established by
Jeanne Hogarth with the Federal Reserve Board in Washington, D.C. Hogarth observes
that financial literacy may have a variety of meanings to different people, and that the
meaning can be quite broad, encompassing an understanding of economics and how
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consumer decisions are affected by marketplace conditions and outcomes. However,
financial literacy can also focus more specifically on basic money management including
budgeting, saving, investing, and insurance (Hogarth, 2002).
Hogarth (2002) determined after reviewing a range of definitions of financial
literacy that the consistent themes running through the concept include:
1) ³%HLQJNQRZOHGJHDEOHHGXFDWHGDQGLQIRUPHGRQWKHLVVXHVRIPDQDJLQJ
money and assets, banking, investments, credit, insurance, and taxes;
2) Understanding the basic concepts underlying the management of money and
assets;
3) Using that knowledge and understanding to plan and implement financial
GHFLVLRQV´ +RJDUWKS 
Ultimately, the definition that will be used for this paper gains most of its
substance from the themes illuminated by Hogarth (2002) above, but also has a heavy
dose of the idea of the economic concept of PD[LPL]LQJRQH¶VXWLOLW\RULQRWKHUZRUGV
SURYLGLQJIRURQH¶VOLIHWLme security (Morton, 2005). Specifically, in this study, financial
literacy will mean that one is knowledgeable in the issues of managing money (including
saving, budgeting, investing, credit, insurance, and taxes), and utilizes that knowledge to
gain personal welfare through financial security.
This analysis of how people can gain financial literacy is beginning to reveal the
linkage of complicated knowledge and focused action. To begin with, the issues of
managing money listed above each entail whole sub-categories of financial and economic
concepts and ideas, many of which can change rapidly as economies develop and
financial products evolve. Gaining this knowledge means having access to it, which at a
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minimum requires knowing how to find sources that provide the information - and
updates to it - in a clear and accurate way. The second piece is action or utilizing that
knowledge to bring about RQH¶VVHFXULW\ZKLFKLQYROYHVEHKDYLRUDOSV\FKRORJLFDODQG
cultural attributes that further complicate the attainment of financial literacy. These issues
provide the first view of the multi-faceted nature of the concept of financial literacy.
What Do We Know About Financial Knowledge?
So it is clear now that while financial literacy is a complex, multi-faceted area, its
challenges are topped only by its importance in the world today. But unfortunately, as
will be shown in this section, according to numerous surveys, studies, and researchers,
few people in the world have a strong financial understanding: It seems that much of the
world is financially illiterate. And even more significantly, those who need it most for
basic survival - lower income and other disadvantaged groups - seem to have it the least.
While this study will focus on financial literacy in the United States, it is still
worthwhile to start with a global perspective before the focus is narrowed, to gain a sense
of the universal challenges to financial literacy. The 2(&'¶VLQWHUQDWLRQDOUHSRUW
identified surveys of financial literacy in twelve countries. All of the surveys conclude
that the financial literacy level of most consumers in these countries is very low.
Responses to six surveys in five countries - Australia, Japan, Korea, the United Kingdom,
and the United States - all indicated a low level of financial understanding among
respondents. The survey results also drew conclusions about demographic correlations
with financial literacy. According to the results, financial understanding was shown to be
correlated with education and income levels in those surveys. While financial literacy
levels were found to be low in general for consumers, they were
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especially low for certain groups of consumers, such as the less-educated, lower-income
respondents, and minority groups (OECD, 2005). This demographic pattern, where lower
socio-economic status is correlated with lower financial literacy, is played out in study
after study (OECD, 2005; Lusardi & Mitchell, 2007; Lerman & Bell, 2005; Jump$tart,
2008, Markow & Bagnaschi, 2004),
Taking a U.S. perspective and looking specifically at American adults, survey
results indicate that many of them are not financially literate either, despite some belief
on the part of respondents that an economic understanding is necessary. A survey
conducted for the National Council on Economic Education in 2005 showed that nearly
DOO86DGXOWVEHOLHYHWKDW³LWLVLPSRUWDQWWRKDYHDJRRGXQGHUVWDQGLQJRIHFRQRPLFV´
(Lusardi & Mitchell, 2007, p. 2). However, the findings of actual financial knowledge
fell short of that belief. The survey included a questionnaire on topics grouped into
categories including <!).)'4!7&".1&%,$&=).79'$*>&?).$;@&A.%$*$7%&B"%$7&".1&A.60"%4).>&".1&C$*7)."0&

D4.".!$. When the results were calculated using a standard letter-grade scale, the average
adult score was C, while most high school respondents scored grades of F (Lusardi &
Mitchell, 2007). As will be considered next, the youthful generation that is acquiring
earlier access to credit is no more financially literate than their parents.
American adultV¶ORZOHYHORIILQDQFLDONQRZOHGJHZDVHFKRHGE\+LOJert and
Hogarth (2002), who utilized GDWDIURPWKH8QLYHUVLW\RI0LFKLJDQ¶V6XUYH\RI
Consumers. Their study involved 1,000 respondents between the ages of 18 and 70 taking
a 28-question True/False Financial Literacy quiz. The questions examined topics
including credit, saving patterns, mortgages, and general financial management. Overall,
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the Hilgert and Hogarth (2002) study found that these multi-aged adult respondents
answered only two-thirds, or approximately 67%, of the questions correctly.
The Jump$tart Coalition does an established survey of the financial literacy of
high school students every two years, and it is interesting to note that the scores do not
seem to be improving over time. The 2008 survey of financial literacy indicated that U.S.
high school seniors may be even less financially literate than their parents. The high
school seniors who were involved with the 2008 survey correctly answered only 48.3%
of the questions. These results may indicate the start of a downtrend, as the 2008 scores
showed a decrease from the 2006 performance, where the students correctly answered
52.4% of the questions. Jump$tart included college students in the survey for the first
time in 2008, and found similarly disappointing results. College students correctly
answered 62% of the survey questions. Interestingly, scores among college students
increased with their grade level in school. For example, college freshmen received a
score of 59%, while college seniors received a score of 65% (Jump$tart, 2008).
Similar to the OECD (2005) survey, many U.S. studies found key differences
among demographic groups: People with low education, women, African-Americans, and
Hispanics tend to display very low financial literacy. Lusardi and Mitchell (2007) found
through their testing of financial understanding, that financial literacy increases with
education: The more educated respondents are more much more likely to answer the
questions correctly. Similarly, Lerman and Bell (2005) found that low-income families
were found to be especially vulnerable to financial misinformation. According to
Markow and Bagnaschi (2004), socioeconomic differences in financial knowledge grow
as people age.
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The 2008 Jump$tart survey showed similar demographic results for high school
seniors and college students. Caucasian students correctly answered 52.5% of the
questions, while Hispanic students correctly answered 45%, and African-Americans
correctly answered 41.3% of the questions. Jump$tart found a similar scoring distribution
among the college students: Caucasian college students correctly answered 63.3% of the
questions, Hispanic students correctly answered 59.8%, and African-American students
answered 53.3% of the questions correctly.
The Link Between Knowledge and Behavior
The coupling of financial knowledge and responsible financial behavior yield
financial literacy, according to the working definition used in this paper. Some would
argue that there is an implicit belief that increases in knowledge will lead to improved
financial behavior (Hilgert, Hogarth, & Beverly, 2003). While there is an inequity with
regard to financial knowledge, it is still critical to understand the relationship between
financial knowledge and financial behavior.
Some research has shown that emotional biases can make it difficult for people to
make rational financial choices, even if they have adequate knowledge to do so (Willis,
2008). Some issues include intangible transaction costs like negative feelings during the
process, overwhelming information and choices, high financial and emotional stakes,
discomforting thoughts like dealing with aging and death, and uncertainty about the
future. Other issues include decision makers opting to only partially evaluate a financial
decision by focusing on the part that is the easiest to understand, and overcoming inertia
and passivity to being to work on financial planning (Willis, 2008). Willis (2008) also
notes a concern that the array of consumer financial products today require a vast and
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ever-changing body of knowledge that would be difficult to provide through financial
education.
As it turns out, many other researchers have found that financial knowledge can
be statistically linked to financial practices like cash-flow management, credit
management, saving, and investment, according to Hilgert et al. (2003). However, the
pattern viewed by the researchers in this study was significant in that it showed that
learning and experience can both flow from each other. Effective financial education may
require more than information; it may need a combination of information, motivation,
and skills building (Hilgert et al., 2003).
Much research has been done in the field of investing and retirement savings,
which can provide a window into how financial literacy translates into behavior. Lusardi
and Mitchell (2007) find that people who have more financial knowledge are also much
more likely to make plans for retirement. This implies that there is a positive connection
between financial knowledge and responsible financial behavior, and this association has
been echoed by other researchers in the area of investing. For example, Calvet, Campbell,
and Sodini (2005) and Van Rooji, Lusardi, and Alessie (2007) find that respondents who
are more financially sophisticated are more likely to invest in stocks, which are
considered to be more efficient for gaining profit over time. Hilgert et al. (2003) and
Hogarth (2006) were both able to find connections between financial knowledge and the
way people behave.
Along those lines, Lusardi and Mitchell (2008) also discovered that older women
in the United States have very low levels of financial literacy, and similarly, the majority
of those women have undertaken no retirement planning. These research findings seem to
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indicate that financial knowledge and planning are interrelated. Lusardi and Mitchell
(2008) also found that knowledge about risk diversification was a means of
differentiating between the sophisticated and the unsophisticated respondents, and those
who understand risk diversification are much more likely to plan for retirement.
So while financial knowledge may not always lead to better financial behavior,
there is evidence that a linkage between the two does exist. At the same time, there may
also be some emotional and psychological barriers that mute the relationship. But
nevertheless, it seems evident that financial knowledge can provide the opportunity for
better financial decisions, and similarly, low financial literacy has been shown to lead to
less positive financial decisions. Because this relationship has been established in a
number of studies, an examination of how to create financial programs that lead to
improved financial knowledge is critical.
What Programs are Available, and Who Has Access?
There are currently numerous mechanisms for financial education programs,
which seek to improve financial knowledge and behavior. The number and types of
financial education programs have expanded significantly starting in the 1990s until
today (Braunstein & Welch, 2002; National Council on Economic Education, 2007).
There is an assortment of other types of providers of financial education as well,
including community-based organizations, cooperative extension services, employers, the
military, community colleges, and faith-based groups (Vitt et al., 2000). The variety in
scope and demographics means that Americans of all ages and all walks of life are
receiving access to financial education.
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Youth is a primary target group, and public schools are a commonly used outlet
for financial education in the United States. However, financial education programs can
vary considerably by state and by school district (Burhouse, Grambell, and Harris, 2004).
According to the National Council on Economic Education (NCEE, 2007), 21 states
LQFOXGHGSHUVRQDOILQDQFHLQWKHLUVWDQGDUGVLQZLWKDQLQFUHDVHWRVWDWHV¶
inclusion in 2007. Some nine states required high school courses to be offered in 2007
(NCEE, 2007).
The NCEE 2007 survey looked at Economics and Personal Finance education in
schools. While economics has typically been included in Social Studies curricula,
economics is currently included in the educational standards of all 50 states. As of 2007,
40 states, up from 38 in 2004 and 28 in 1998, require the actual implementation of these
economics standards. Additionally, according to the NCEE survey 17 states require
students to take an Economics course as a high school graduation requirement. The
Economics requirement is an increase from 14 states in 2004 and 13 in 1998. At the same
time, though, only 23 states require the testing of student knowledge in Economics,
which is actually a decrease by two since 2004 (NCEE, 2007).
Personal Finance, which is a newer and more specific subject related to financial
literacy, is now included in the educational standards of 40 states (up from 34 in 2004
and 21 in 1998). Personal Finance standards are required to be implemented in 28 states,
which is an increase from 20 in 2004 and 14 in 1998. At the same time, only seven states
require a Personal Finance course as a high school graduation requirement. This is an
increase from six in 2004, and one in 1998 (NCEE, 2007). While Personal Finance
requirements are increasing with time, they are still far less stringent than for customary
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high school subjects. For example, 44 states require a specific number of credit
requirements in high school courses in Math and English, with the remaining six states
leaving it to be decided locally (National Center for Education Statistics, 2006).
There is a large assortment of other channels for financial education, to the extent
most U.S. consumers would be part of one of target audience or another for financial
education. For example, financial institutions, community-based organizations, and
government agencies all engage in financial education of various kinds. Most financial
literacy initiatives have very specific target audiences. Youth, military personnel, lowincome families, first-time homebuyers, employees, church members, and women are all
targets. Since welfare reform legislation of the mid-1990s, welfare-to-work programs
have also incorporated financial education. There are programs for different ethnic
groups, various situational groups (like pre-release prisoners), and various demographic
groups, such as new parents or pre-retirees (Hogarth, 2006).
Additionally, some programs focus on low-income families and adults outside the
financial mainstream. First-time homebuyers are a key audience for many financial
literacy programs that focus on low- to moderate-income families. An FDIC program
called Money Smart aims to help adults outside the financial mainstream learn money
skills and initiate productive banking relationships (Money Smart, 2008).
Are Current Financial Programs Working?
However, in the midst of this growth of programs, financial literacy education
studies tend to show contradictory results. As will be examined in this section, some
research has been done that shows that educational programs work, and similarly
research has been done that indicates educational programs do not have a significant
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impact on financial literacy. This range of results is not surprising given what seems to be
understood about financial literacy. Not only is financial literacy an extremely
complicated area that seems to be attained by few, the differences in understanding have
been shown to have a socio-economic correlation. This could begin to indicate that
financial understanding tends to be gained through a non-formal educational setting, like
the family or the community.
In the meantime, studies have looked at short-term gains in knowledge from
financial education, as well as longer-term impacts on behavior. To begin with, according
to an evaluation of the High School Financial Planning Program sponsored by the
National Endowment for Financial Education, students exposed to the program reported
significant improvement in their financial knowledge up to three months later (Boyce &
Danes, 1998). Teacher surveys of student knowledge taken before and after the
educational treatment showed that students improved their knowledge in the areas of
understanding of career/income relationship, consumer credit, car insurance, and the time
value of money. This study showed a behavior shift as well as a result of exposure to the
program. According to the researchers, about 60% of respondents reported changing their
financial behavior by increasing their savings as a result of the program (Boyce & Danes,
1998).
Another study that is widely quoted in the financial literacy literature shows a
longer-term impact of financial education on savings behavior and net worth. Using
surveys of 30 49-year-olds in 1995, Bernheim, Garrett, and Maki (2001) found that statemandated financial education requirements led to more students taking financial
education, and ultimately, to higher savings and net worth. According to the study,
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VWXGHQWV¶VDYLQJVUDWHVZHUHDSSUR[LPDWHO\KLJKHUIRUWKRVHHQWHULQJDKLJKVFKRRO
grade five years after the implementation of a financial education mandate than for
students not exposed to the mandate. Compared to the overall population, the rate of
saving out of income for students exposed to the mandate was 4.75% higher in the
population distribution than for those who were not. (Bernheim et al., 2001). These
surprisingly large impacts suggest that financial knowledge perhaps cannot be shown on
a test, but still may impact financial behavior, even later in life, when the chances to
apply this education through experience increase (Mandell, 2005).
A multivariate analysis performed by Mandell (2005) on the Jump$tart survey
data showed that a full course in personal finance did not affect financial knowledge
among high school students, but did raise self-reported levels of thrift as well as actual
indicators of thrift, including having a savings account. Every Jump$tart survey since
2000 found that high school seniors who have completed a full-semester high school
course in money management or personal finance are not more financially literate than
students who have not taken such a course. (Mandell 2005).
Caskey (2006) reviewed a number of empirical studies and concluded that the
studies suggested that education in personal financial management can have a positive
impact on low- and moderate-income households. Specifically, it has been shown to help
those consumers improve their credit histories and grow savings. However, the author
indicated that the results are only suggestive (Caskey, 2006).
After this brief review of financial education studies, it is important to note that
the working definition of financial literacy used in this paper involves individuals being
able to utilize tools for financial security, and the studies reviewed all indicate a positive
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shift in financial behavior following some form of financial education. Certainly it raises
the question about what appears to be a disconnect between %$7%"50$ knowledge and shifts
in behavior. The change in behavior is more significant as it relates directly to an
important aspect of financial literacy: individuals behaving in a way to increase their
financial security.
To gain some insight into why educating for financial literacy may not always
yield positive results on a test, it is necessary to begin to examine what specifically is it
about financial literacy that is so hard to teach in a formal educational setting. Some of
these issues were alluded to in the earlier discussion of the challenges to financial
literacy, including the complicated nature of the topics involved, and the possible
difficulty in accessing comprehensive and accurate information, as is previously
described in terms of the information asymmetry between the financial product seller
(banker, broker) and buyer (consumer).
Lusardi and Mitchell (2007) question whether in the field of financial education,
³WKHµFXUH¶LVLQDGHTXDWHIRUWKHGLVHDVH´ /XVDUGLDQG0LWFKHOOS 7KH\DUJXH
that wLGHVSUHDGILQDQFLDOLOOLWHUDF\ZLOOQRWEHVROYHGE\³DRQH-time benefit fair or a
single seminaURQILQDQFLDOHFRQRPLFV´ /XVDUGLDQG0LWFKHOOS 7KLs is not
because financial education is ineffective, but because perhaps education alone may not
be sufficient to provide financial understanding. Because of the behavioral component to
financial literacy, Lusardi and Mitchell (2007) recommend offering to consumers the
tools to change their behaviors, rather than simply providing financial education.
Willis (2008) argues that education falls painfully short of the need for financial
knowledge that most Americans have, and what they need to navigate the complicated
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world of consumer financial instruments - including credit, insurance, and investment
products - that are currently being offered, or have yet to be invented. In order to provide
the knowledge of the necessary universe of financial products and concepts, educators
need to offer a higher-level of understanding of finance because of that complexity and
volatility of the financial markets. Basic concepts would not be sufficient for navigating
the consumer financial world (Willis, 2008).
Transforming financial education into financial knowledge has been shown to be
a challenge. Contradictory results are indicated in studies of this topic. This difficult
relationship may stem from the fact that financial topics are complicated to learn, or
possibly due to the educational delivery of the concepts.
How Has Targeted Financial Education Impacted Women?
Internationally, financial education has been recognized as an important factor in
economic development, and is generally coupled with microfinance. According to the
The Microfinance Gateway, financial education is a tool in the process of coming out of
poverty as it helps people acquire the knowledge and skills to wisely manage their money
and utilize financial services effectively. Additionally, financial education is believed to
lead to increased self-esteem and confidence as a result of incremental successes in
achieving financial goals (The Microfinance Gateway, 2009).
According to the International Center for Research on Women, business and
management training for women can ultimately help women create their own enterprises,
which in turn generate social and economic benefits for women, their families, and
society as a whole. Access to this type of education could be the missing link that would
allow women to succeed economically. Additionally, access to credit and financial
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resources would also help, but women would need to know how to understand these
institutions (International Center for Research on Women, 2008).
3URJUDPV OLNH &LWLJURXS¶V FRUSRUDWH IRXQGDWLRQV D4.".!4"0& <19!"%4).& 6)*& %,$& C))*
project was originally designed to bring financial education to poor people who could
potentially participate in microfinance and other forms of economic development. The
SURJUDP¶V FXUULFXOXP FRQVLVWHG RI PRGXOHV RQ EXGJHWLQJ VDYLQJ PDQDJLQJ GHEW
understanding banks, and financial negotiation. As many lesser-developed countries do
not have prevalent, sophisticated, or consumer-oriented banking sectors, the education is
not designed to teach people how to manipulate and manage banking services. Rather, the
basic financial education is intended to help families increase their capacity to save more,
spend less, borrow wisely, and manage their debt with discipline. More experienced
participants in the program would learn to effectively use more advanced financial
products and services, from money transfers to insurance (MicroEnterprise Americas,
2006).
Langowitz and Minniti (2007) show that entrepreneurship is becoming an
increasingly important source of employment for women in many countries. Women also
seem to be more successful than men in entrepreneurial ventures in some countries.
According to The Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM) 2007, published by the
&HQWHUIRU:RPHQ¶V(QWUHSUHQHXUVKLSDQG/HDGHUVKLSDW%DEVRQ&ROOHJHUHVHDUFKRQ
women in development indicates that returns to the investment in women are much
higher than for men. Women are more likely to share their gains in education, health, and
resources with members of their families and their communities. Research on
microfinance shows that the same is true for economic investments. The GEM also found
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that women are more likely to work for, buy for, and share their economic and noneconomic rewards with other people. For this reason, the GEM reports that finding ways
WRHPSRZHUZRPHQ¶VSDUWLFLSDWLRQDQGVXFFHVVLQHQWUHSUHQHXUVKLSLVFULWLFDOIRUPRUH
sustainable and successful economic development in all countries. (Allen, Elam,
Langowitz, & Dean, 2008).
International financial programs have been shown to have a beneficial impact on
ZRPHQ¶VILQDQFLDOEHKDYLRU7KHVHSURJUDPVKDYHOHGWRPRUHILQDQFLDOLQGHSHQGHQFHIRU
women. Entrepreneurship similarly has shown to be an increasingly important source of
employment for women internationally, and the financial programs reviewed here assist
in that development.
Conclusion
Financial literacy can mean that one is literate in the issues of managing money
(including saving, budgeting, investing, credit, insurance, and taxes), and utilizes that
knowledge to gain personal welfare through financial security. Research has shown that
women do not have strong financial literacy (OECD, 2005; Lusardi & Mitchell, 2005;
Mahdavi & Lewis, 2006), and studies have also shown that financial knowledge can have
a positive impact on behavior (Hilgert et al., 2003; Lusardi & Mitchell, 2007; Calvet et
al., 2005: and Van Rooji et al., 2007).
$WWKHVDPHWLPHWKDWZRPHQ¶VILQDQFLDOUHVSRQVLELOLW\LVLQFUHDVLQJZRPHQ¶V
financially literacy is not keeping pace. Societal discrimination, a rapid evolution of
ZRPHQ¶VUROHDVHPSOR\HHDQGKHDGRIKRXVHKROGDQGDUHFHQWKLVWRU\RIZRPHQ¶V
LQGHSHQGHQFHLQWKHILQDQFLDOZRUOGKDYHEHHQDEDUULHUWRZRPHQ¶VDELOLW\WRPDNH
decisions to take care of themselves financially (Heinz & Folbre, 2000; Secor, 2008;
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Willis, 2008; Lusardi & Mitchell, 2005; OECD, 2005). Making responsible decisions that
lead to financial security is at the crux of the definition of financial literacy. While
government financial policy has historically been insufficient for protecting consumers in
all cases, government can play a role in helping to protect consumers through working to
improve financial literacy through targeted financial educational programs.
In determining how American women can be helped to make better financial
decisions, one approach is to utilize financial education as a conduit for financial
knowledge. Better financial knowledge can lead to improved financial behavior.
However, part of the examination of financial education for women needs to explore
ZRPHQ¶VVSHFLILFILQDQFLDOXQGHUVWDQGLQJQHHGVLQRUGHUWRGHWHUPLQHZKLFKWRSLFV
should be explored in their financial education. Closer examination of the type of
financial understanding women need in order to be financially literate could yield a better
XQGHUVWDQGLQJRIKRZWRLQFUHDVHZRPHQ¶VILQDQFLDOOLWHUDF\, and ultimately give them
the tools to make better financial decisions for themselves and their families.
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CHAPTER 3
RESEARCH METHODS
Introduction
As demonstrated in Chapter 2, previous studies on women and financial literacy
have indicated that women have low levels of financial literacy, and consequently are not
able to protect themselves financially in an adequate manner. Additionally, studies have
shown that financial knowledge can lead to improved financial behavior. However, an
examination of the financial information needed specifically by women remains missing
within this growing body of literature. Financial knowledge has been shown to have a
positive impact on financial behavior; yet, while financial education is available for
women, there are signs that it is not always effective in yielding improved financial
knowledge.
Given the importance of financial knowledge for women, and the increasing
emphasis on financial education, this study will examine the areas of financial
understanding that women are lacking so that an educational focus can be placed on those
critical areas. Specifically, the study compares indicators and evLGHQFHRIZRPHQ¶V
financial literacy in order to establish themes of areas of particular lack of financial
knowledge. The research methodology and approach used for this study is qualitative,
utilizing the grounded theory approach to data analysis, which incorporates the constant
comparison method in the development of categories, properties, and tentative
propositions that eventually yield theory.
The following section describes the conceptual framework, design, and data and
methodology of the study.
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Conceptual Framework
7KHODFNRIZRPHQ¶VILQDQFLDOOLWHUDF\LVZHOO-documented (OECD, 2005; Lusardi
& Mitchell, 2005; Mahdavi & Lewis, 2006). The challenge women face in their financial
responsibility for family, in the workplace, and for themselves in different places in their
lives is similarly clear (Heintz & Folbre, 2000; U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2008;
U.S. Census Bureau, 2008). As the financial world becomes more complex and fraught
with serious consumer pitfalls, it is becoming more important for everyone, but
particularly those who are already lacking an understanding and finding themselves in
new positions of responsibility and economic freedom, to have a better financial
understanding. The role of women has changed dramatically in the past few decades. The
financial world has undergone an equivalent transformation. This dual evolution has
provided more opportunities for women to fall victim to fraud and unethical behavior in
the financial services industry.
Financial knowledge has also been shown to have an impact on behavior. Many
studies have shown that financial understanding has a positive impact on improved
financial decision-making (Hilgert et al., 2003; Lusardi & Mitchell, 2007; Calvet et al.,
2005: and Van Rooji et al., 2007). Women have specific needs for financial literacy
given their evolving role and responsibilities in society. In considering financial literacy
IRUZRPHQLWLVWKHH[DPLQDWLRQRIZRPHQ¶VVSHFLILFILQDQFLDOXQGHUVWDQGLQJQHHGVLQ
GHWHUPLQLQJKRZWRSURPRWHZRPHQ¶VILnancial literacy and knowledge-based financial
behavior that provides the conceptual framework for this study. A visual depiction of the
conceptual framework is provided below.
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This visual depiction of the conceptual framework demonstrates a perspective that
current financial knowledge needs to be transformed into the financial knowledge that is
currently required to navigate personal finance today. That transformation should occur
in part through educational programs. Because of the causal link between knowledge and
behavior (Hilgert et al., 2003; Lusardi & Mitchell, 2007; Calvet et al., 2005: and Van
5RRMLHWDO LQRUGHUIRUZRPHQ¶VEHKDYLRUWREHHQKDQFHGE\ILQDQFLDO
knowledge, the appropriate financial knowledge needs to be provided through
educational programs. Additionally, because of the established cause-and-effect
relationship between financial education and financial literacy, the education needs to
include the specific information that women need most given their unique place in
society.
It is through this lens - ZRPHQ¶VVSHFLILFILQDQFLDOLQIRUPDWLRQQHHGV - that this
VWXG\H[DPLQHVZRPHQ¶VILQDQFLDOHGXFDWLRQ%\IRFXVLQJRQWKHTXDOLWLHVRIZRPHQ¶V
financial understanding, it will be possible to gain a clearer understanding of the financial
topics that need to be provided in financial education for women, in order to give women
the ability to practice knowledge-based behavior.
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Research Questions
The primary research question for this study is what knowledge do American
women need to be helped to make better financial decisions? A secondary set of
questions elaborate on different approaches to finding that information: through focus
group interviews with women, through the analysis of financial literacy surveys, and
WKURXJKWKHDQDO\VLVRIZRPHQ¶VILQDQFLDOEHKDYLRU
The research question that guides this study is:

+,"%&-.)/0$12$&1)&3'$*4!".&/)'$.&.$$1&%)&'"-$&5$%%$*&64.".!4"0&1$!474).78&&
Key sub-questions include:
a. What financial topics do women struggle with most, as demonstrated through
financial literacy surveys?
b. What are common financial problems for women, as demonstrated through
different financial behaviors?
c. What financial knowledge do women report they need?
Research Design
In order to come to an understanding of possible responses to the research
questions above, a qualitative research approach and methodology is necessary. The
overall approach involved analyzing categories and themes with a mixed-method
DSSURDFKWRDQDO\]LQJZRPHQ¶VILQDQFLDOXQGHUVWDQGLQJDQGWKHDUHDVRINQRZOHGJHWKDW
women are particularly lacking. As the basis for an empirically generated theory is
ultimately developed from the data analysis²being simultaneously grounded in and
emerging from the data²a grounded theory approach to data analysis as developed by
Glaser & Strauss (1967) is used in this study to ground the findings in the data.
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The major difference between grounded theory and other types of qualitative
research is the development of theory that comes from the data (Strauss & Corbin, 1994).
Grounded theory is an inductive process where the researcher is the primary instrument
of data collection and analysis. The type of theory developed is usually 7957%".%4#$ in the
sense that it has its focus in everyday situations such as educational programs, and has a
specificity and usefulness to practice (Merriam, 1998).
Grounded theory has a specific set of procedures for analyzing data, known as the

!).7%".%&!)'("*"%4#$ method, and these procedures prove to be effective and efficient for
comparing disparate types of data sets. The overall object of constant comparative
analysis is to find patterns in the data, and involves a series of comparisons across
different levels. Specifically, one segment of data is compared with another to discover
similarities and differences, and data are then grouped together on a similar dimension
that becomes a category (Merriam, 1998).
The development of categories, properties, and initial constructs and propositions
through the constant comparative method creates an evolution of the data into the core of
emerging theory, and that core becomes a theoretical framework that guides additional
collection of data. The derivation of theory from the data involves the continual
integration and refinement of the categories, properties, and hypotheses. As the theory
HPHUJHVLWGRHVVR³ZLWKDVPDOOHUVHWRIKLJKHUOHYHOFRQFHSWV´ *ODVHU 6WUDXVV
p. 110). The categories ultimately become the findings of the study (Merriam, 1998).
This study incorporates three types of data collection that are ultimately analyzed
through the constant comparison method to develop grounded theory. The three types of
GDWDDUHPHDQWWRSURYLGHLQIRUPDWLRQUHJDUGLQJZRPHQ¶VILQDQFLDONQRZOHGJHLQ
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particular, the areas of weakness in their financial knowledge. The three types of data
include 1) survey results of womHQ¶VILQDQFLDOOLWHUDF\ VHH$SSHQGL[  VWDWLVWLFDO
WUHQGVWKDWGHVFULEHZRPHQ¶VILQDQFLDOEHKDYLRU VHH$SSHQGL[ DQG IRFXVJURXS
interviews with women in a financial literacy course (see Appendix 3 for interview
questions). The constant comparison method of analysis was used within and across the
three types of data. The study involves three stages of analysis as a method for
developing the categories, concepts, constructs, and propositions that ultimately yield a
theoretical foundation that details the types of financial understanding that women are
lacking.
This approach involved three stages of data collection and analysis. The first stage
was a secondary analysis of financial literacy survey and test results to determine an
initial grouping of categories and incidents of ,42,&.$$1 learning areas for women (see
Appendix 1 for a description of the four surveys that are analyzed in this study). The
VHFRQGVWDJHLQYROYHGWKHDQDO\VLVRIVWDWLVWLFDOWUHQGVWKDWGHVFULEHZRPHQ¶VILQDQFLDO
behavior (see Appendix 2 for a listing of the areas of financial behavior that are analyzed
in this study). Stage Three of the study involved focus group interviews with a group of
women who were participating in a financial literacy course (see Appendix 3 for a list of
focus group interview questions). The results of these focus group interviews were
analyzed for emergent themes and concepts, and were then compared with the findings
from Stages One and Two of the study to develop the final grouping of categories of ,42,&

.$$1 financial knowledge areas for women, which ultimately form the theoretical
conclusions of the study.
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Systematic Procedures for Constant Comparison Analysis
The data analysis involved systematic procedures for constant comparison
analysis. These coding procedures include open coding, axial coding, and selective
coding as defined below:
2SHQFRGLQJLGHQWLI\LQJFDWHJRULHVRUWKHPHVIURPDQHWLFSHUVSHFWLYH
$[LDOFRGLQJFRQQHFWLQJWKHLGHQWLILHGFDWHJRULHV
6HOHFWLYHFRGLQJIRUPLQJD theory that explains the phenomenon being studied
Ultimately, the coding occurred through a matrix that involves the delineation of
the components of the analysis. The types of concepts included a foundational and
extrapolated understanding, which is how they were used to code disparate data:
Categories
|
Properties
|
Constructs

Propositions

The data analysis and collection were iterative, meaning that each informed the other in
terms of category and theory development. Additionally, the constant comparative
method connected categories across data sets by comparing themes, concepts, and
propositions with other categories.
Data Sources and Collection
$VVWDWHGDERYHWKHGDWDVRXUFHVLQFOXGHDQDO\VHVRIZRPHQ¶VILQDQFLDO
understanding and current WUHQGVLQZRPHQ¶VILQDQFLDOEHKDYLRUDVZHOODVIRFXVJURXS
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interviews with women participating in a financial literacy class. The data collection
proceeded in the following manner.
Stage One: Financial Literacy Survey Results for Women
The initial stage of the research design involved the constant comparison of
sections of financial literacy surveys results for women (see Appendix 1 for list of
surveys). The data sources and collection for Stage One included a specific group of
financial literacy survey results for women that cover a prescribed set of financial
knowledge areas. This particular set of surveys was chosen because they cover a wide
demographic group of women. The set also covers the specific content areas that will be
examined in this study. Given the goals of the study, and the definitions of financial
literacy established in Chapter 1, the following criteria was used to select or reject these
instruments:
1. The survey results pertain to women.
2. The survey covers the primary areas of financial literacy as defined in
Chapter 1 of this paper. Specifically, the content areas are saving,
budgeting, investing, credit, insurance, and taxes (see Appendix 4 for the
definition of these concepts that will be used in this study).
3. The survey methodology is sound, following generally accepted principles of
survey research.
The financial literacy surveys were ultimately used to generate categories and
themes of ,42,&.$$1 learning areas for women; these high need areas were identified
through a constant comparison of the emergent themes and concepts that were evident in
the financial literacy survey results for women. The data analysis will be discussed
further in Chapter 4 of this paper.
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6WDJH7ZR$UHDVRI:RPHQ¶V)LQDQFLal Behavior
The second stage of the study involved the collection and analysis of statistical
WUHQGVWKDWGHVFULEHWUHQGVRIZRPHQ¶VILQDQFLDOEHKDYLRU7KHVHVWDWLVWLFDOWUHQGVLQFOXGH
indicators such as income levels (U.S. Census Bureau), and savings rate (U.S. Bureau of
Economic Analysis) for women. The link that has been established between financial
knowledge and responsible financial behavior forms the basis for this data collection
(Hilgert et al., 2003; Lusardi & Mitchell, 2007; Calvet et al., 2005: and Van Rooji et al.,
2007). Specifically, the reasoning for analyzing the financial behavior of women to help
determine areas of need of financial knowledge based on the implication that financial
behavior is positively affected by financial knowledge
Next, the information gained from WKHDQDO\VLVRIZRPHQ¶VILQDQFLDOEHKDYLRUDO
statistics were used to generate categories and themes of ,42,&.$$1&learning areas for
women. Category, concept, and proposition development resulted from the constant
comparison of the emergent themes and concepts that came from the financial behavior
statistics and the financial literacy survey results for women. The data analysis will be
discussed further in Chapter 4 of this paper.
Stage Three: Focus Group Interviews with Women in a Financial Literacy Class
The next stage involved focus group interviews with seven women who were
participating in a financial literacy class, and a follow-up interview with three of the
seven women from the first focus group interview session. This sample was identified
and selected as a result of contacting organizations that provide financial literacy classes
for women. The organizations were contacted via phone and email, and the organization
that agreed to participate was asked to approach the women in their financial literacy
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class to request their participation in the study. The women were assured anonymity and
fair and ethical treatment in the research process, and were given a =).7$.%&6)*&E)09.%"*;

C"*%4!4("%4). form to sign. Ultimately, the women who agreed to be involved in the study
participated in two focus group interviews on the premises of their financial literacy
class. The interviews were digitally recorded and then transcribed and eventually utilized
in the constant comparison data analysis.
The women who participated in the focus group interviews were lower-income
women representing a variety of racial/ethnic groups. The women were not asked to selfidentify their racial/ethnic identity, but some women clearly appeared to be African
American and others exhibited Latina characteristics. They were participating in the
financial literacy class as part of a program to receive funding for mortgages and other
life needs. The group was not a random focus group, and as such, is limited in its
generalizability.
A sample of women in a financial literacy class were chosen for a number of
specific reasons related to their understanding of their own knowledge base. First,
participation in the class provided them with a vocabulary and a language for identifying
particular financial concepts that were discussed in the focus group interviews. Second,
because these women had participated in a financial literacy class, there was an
assumption that through the stronger financial understanding they may have gained, they
may be better able to articulate their lack of understanding that pre-existed the class, or
continued despite the class education. Third, they may have been able to reflect upon and
draw conclusions about the financial knowledge they may not have had²but needed²
before they were involved in the class.
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The focus group interviews were conducted with women who were likely to be
data-rich sources on the financial topics that women do not understand, but need to.
These focus group interviews were semi-structured, and involved questions about the
financial information or knowledge that the women did not have before participating in
the financial literacy class, or that persisted despite the class education. These interview
questions were framed in part by the initial analysis of the categories in the first two
stages of the research. There were additionally open-ended questions to allow the focus
group participants the opportunity to offer opinions, themes, and categories apart from
those developed in Stages One and Two. For a list of focus group interview questions,
see Appendix 3.
7KHTXHVWLRQVZHUHXVHGWRDVVHVVWKHLQWHUYLHZHHV¶GHSWKRIXQGHUVWDQGLQJRI
these topics, but not as a structured examination of their particular understanding in any
one area. The primary purpose of this phase of data collection was to receive structured
feedback from women on the type of financial knowledge they have, do not have, and
believe they need. They were also asked whether knowledge of the topics that did not end
up receiving the ,42,&.$$1&classification would have served them in some way, to capture
any deviation from the initial categories, concepts, and constructs developed in Stages
One and Two of the research process.
Data Analysis
Data analysis involved three stages in which data were continually analyzed
within and across the three stages of data collection. The central category that emerged
from the analysts yielded the findings of the study.
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Stage One: Financial Literacy Survey Results for Women
TKHILUVWVWDJHLQYROYHGWKHVHFRQGDU\DQDO\VLVRIUHVXOWVRIH[LVWLQJZRPHQ¶V
financial literacy surveys to generate categories and themes of ,42,&.$$1&learning areas for
women. Thematic development resulted from the constant comparison of the initial codes
and the subsequently identified themes and properties that were identified in the financial
literacy survey results for women.
For the Stage One analysis, permission was sought and received for the use of
existing survey results that pertained specifically to women. The data were accessed, and
reformatted into spreadsheets as a management device for that round of data analysis.
Where it was necessary to do so, the correct answer was determined for the survey
questions. The questions where 70% and lower had incorrect answers were then
determined to be areas that indicated insufficient knowledge.
Following the constant comparison method of data analysis, the first step in the
data analysis was to generate an initial set of categories (Glaser & Strauss, 1967) from the
survey results The first step involved the open coding of the data, which is the process of
analysis that identifies concepts and their properties and dimensions (Strauss & Corbin,
1998).
Once broadly defined concept areas were identified, the next level of analysis
focused on generating properties of the established categories (Strauss & Corbin, 1998),
which can begin to generate alternative trends. For this study, the generation of properties
was an analysis that involved dissecting the initial categories into groups of concepts that
were dimensions of the category. This next level of analysis was aimed at an attempt to
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EHWWHUXQGHUVWDQGLQJWKHVSHFLILFDUHDVRIFKDOOHQJHWRZRPHQ¶VXQGHUVWDQGLQJRI
financial information.
The next phase of analysis for Stage One was "F4"0&!)14.2, which involved linking
the categories at the level of properties (Strauss & Corbin, 1998). In order to achieve this
linkage, the survey-specific and question-specific properties were compared in an attempt
to find connections within the original groupings of categories, in pursuit of trends and
patterns that might yield an additional series of hypotheses, or support the first series.
The final phase of analysis within Stage One was selective coding, which is the
process of refining and integrating categories into evolving theory (Strauss & Corbin,
1998). A.%$2*"%4). is an interaction between the researcher and the data, which includes
³QRWRQO\ZKRWKHUHVHDUFKHULVEXWDOVRWKHHYROXWLRQRIWKLQNLQJWKDWRFFXUVRYHUtime
through immersion in the data and the cumulative body of findings that have been
UHFRUGHG«´ 6WUDXVV &RUELQS 
The selective coding process in this case was used to further investigate the
proposition that grew out of the axial coding phase of analysis. It attempted to connect
the categories and properties through a careful reconsideration of the survey results from
the perspective of a financial educator. Specifically, the analysis and perspective of the
researcher was framed through the lens of what would need to be taught to the survey
respondents in order to help correct their areas of weakness in financial understanding.
This framing yielded a coding process that further connected the initial sets of categories,
properties, and functional topics. This type of framing and analysis was supported by the
UHVHDUFKHU¶VH[SHULHQFHLQGHYHORSLQJILQDQFLDOFXUULFXODDQGILQDQFLDOHGXFDWLRQDO
programs, which enhanced this type of interaction between the researcher and the data.
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The selective coding process in Stage One ultimately yielded a central category
and related category. The central category yielded a proposition about the ,42,&.$$1
learning areas for women.
6WDJH7ZR$UHDVRI:RPHQ¶V)LQDQFLDO%HKDYLRU
The second stage of analysis involved the analysis of the results of the areas of
ZRPHQ¶VILQDQFLDOEHKDYLRU$VVWDWHGDERYH,QRUGHUWRLQYHVWLJDWHZRPHQ¶V
comprehension in the areas of financial literacy outlined earlier in this paper - saving,
budgeting, investing, credit, insurance, and taxes - specific areas of behavior were
examined. These areas included statistical trends related to ZRPHQ¶VLQFRPHVDYLQJV
rate, retirement savings, home ownership, mortgage loan default, mortgage foreclosure,
credit rating, and participation in the stock market and other investing (for a list of the
sources of statistics for data collection, see Appendix 2). Specifically, the areas were
examined to identify areas in which women are particularly struggling.
As with the Stage One categories in the open coding process, the initial set of
categories for Stage Two were developed based on the concepts inherent in the financial
practices and behaviors that were being analyzed in this stage of research analysis. The
areas of behavior under examination were believed to be associated with financial
knowledge, based on the link between financial knowledge and behavior established
earlier in this paper. Because of this, the pool of concepts used to generate categories
were the same as in Stage One, meaning those that are generally accepted to define levels
of financial literacy. Additionally, as this research project is focused on discovering the
DUHDVRIQHHGIRUZRPHQ¶VILQDQFLDOOLWHUDF\WKHFDWHJRULHVXWLOL]HGIRUWKHILUVWOHYHORI
comparison were the primary content areas of financial literacy as defined in Chapter 1
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of this paper. These concepts are saving, budgeting, investing, credit, insurance, and
taxes.
The next phase of analysis for Stage Two was "F4"0&!)14.2, which involved linking
categories at the level of properties (Strauss & Corbin, 1998). As in Stage One, in order
to achieve this linkage, the survey-specific and question-specific properties that were
originally ascertained were compared in an attempt to find connections within the
original groupings of categories, in pursuit of trends and patterns that might yield an
additional series of propositions, or support the first series.
As in Stage One, the properties of the original series of categories were
developed. However, due to the conceptual foundation that had been laid in Stage One,
the process and discovery proceeded differently. Specifically, the creation of properties
that were embedded in the questions in the axial coding process began to yield results
that coincided with the central category developed in Stage One.
Selective coding in this case was used to further investigate the proposition that
grew out of the Stage One research analysis. As with the Stage One analysis, this framing
yielded a coding process that further connected the initial set of categories, properties,
and functional topics, yielding a trend of a weakness in the&69.!%4)."0 understanding of
personal finance. This stage of analysis also reinforced the related category that was
developed in the Stage One research analysis.
Stage Three: Focus Group Interviews with Women in a Financial Literacy Class
The third stage of analysis involved analyzing the data gathered from focus group
interviews with seven women participating in a financial literacy class, followed one
week later with focus group interviews with three of the seven women (for a complete list
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of focus group interview questions, see Appendix 3). The interview questions were
framed by the initial analysis of the categories in the first two stages of the research, as
well as the initial development of the central and related categories. There were also
additional open-ended questions to allow the interviewees to offer insights, themes, and
categories apart from those developed in Stages One and Two.
The discussion question groupings were a subset of the key financial literacy
areas that were developed through Stages One and Two of this study. The questions were
developed through a grid that examined the key areas of knowledge, skills, and
disposition that have previously been highlighted in the earlier stages of research.
3.1 Focus Group Interview Questions by Research Areas
!"#$%&'($)
4(356%#$%))
789+&)#3):3")
(%%#)&3);(35<)
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*;'66.)
7="(>&'3('($³
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1, What do you think
a budget is?

1. What do you think
savings is?
2. What are different
types of savings for?

1. What do you know
about investing?
2. What are good
investments?

1. How does credit work?
2. What is a mortgage?

2. How do you set up
a budget?
3. What do you use a
budget for?

3. How do you
accumulate savings?
4. How do you
accumulate retirement
savings?
5. What are some good
approaches for saving
for retirement?
5. Do you think
savings matter?
:K\GRRUGRQ¶W
you save?

3. How do you invest?
4. How do markets work?
5. What is the best way to
invest?

3. How do you get a
mortgage?
4. How do you manage
the service of a
mortgage?
5. How do you get credit
cards or personal loans?

6. How do you feel about
investing?

6.How do you feel about
borrowing money?
7. How do you feel about
mortgages?

4. How important do
you think budgeting
is?
5. Do you feel like
you have enough
money to warrant a
budget?
6. How do you think
a budget might help
you?

The focus group interviews were then transcribed and studied for in-depth
analysis. Four areas - budgeting, saving, investing, and credit/mortgage - were examined,
and categories previously identified in Stages One and Two of the research were
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compared to see if they were reflected in the responses to the focus group interview
questions.
The final stage of analysis included a constant comparison process of the codes
that were derived from the initial two stages of data collection analysis and of the new
codes that emerged from the focus group interviews. Because the first two stages of
research in this study yielded clear and consistent themes, the Stage Three research was
IRFXVHGRQWKHFRPSDULVRQRIZRPHQ¶VILQDQFLDONQRZOHGJe experiences with the themes
that had already evolved. Ultimately, this multi-stage, multi-method analytic process
yielded the final results of the study.
5HVHDUFKHU¶V3RVLWLRQDOLW\
Because qualitative research is an inductive process where the researcher is the
primary instrument of data collection and analysis (Merriam, 1998), researcher
background and knowledge base is critical. This specific study involves the ability to
understand a variety of financial topics. Additionally, the constant comparative analysis
involves breaking ideas into their component concepts and hypotheses (Glaser & Strauss,
1967). In the case of researching the financial knowledge that women are lacking, the
constant comparative analysis may involve breaking down financial categories into their
conceptual bases and components. This type of research analysis would require the
researcher to have a thorough understanding of financial topics. Additionally, when
interviewing subjects who are not financial experts about their financial knowledge base,
the interviewer/researcher may be able to have a more fruitful interview if she is able to
break down complicated financial topics into a more understandable language.
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I have worked in different fields with a financial focus including investment
banking, financial journalism, and financial analysis and communications, for almost 20
years, and have worked in financial education for six years. I have developed financial
curricula and financial educational programs for a variety of ages. I have written a
number of research reports on financial topics for a variety of audiences. I have a masters
degree that includes graduate-level courses in finance, accounting, debt markets, and the
system of money in the U.S. Through this work, education, and experience, I have
developed an in-depth understanding of the basic principles of financial literacy, and the
limitations of education.
Additionally, I worked at the Coalition for the Homeless in New York City during
the height of the homeless crisis in the late-1980s. I worked specifically with homeless
families, who were generally headed by single women to help them find job training,
sources of government funding, and housing for their families. Through working with
these women, I gained some perspective into the type of financial knowledge that they
had and what type of information they needed.
Finally, I was a journalist for eight years. As a journalist I did a number of oneon-RQHLQWHUYLHZVDQGOHDUQHGKRZWRXQGHUVWDQGSHRSOH¶VH[SHULHQFHVDQGWHOl their
stories. More specifically, I was a financial journalist, which meant that the interviews I
conducted and stories I wrote involved financial topics and financial understanding.
When writing financial stories²especially on complicated topics like financial crises²I
had to break the concepts down to their component parts to explain them to the reader.
This type of financial analysis and communication assisted in my analysis of the data in
the study.
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Limitations
The greatest limitation to this study is that the qualitative analysis that will be
used is open to multiple interpretations. Another limitation to this study is that it is only
examining the topics that women need to know, and not the delivery of that education.
Effectiveness of education, particularly something of a hands-on nature like financial
literacy, may possibly depend on how and at what phase in development that treatment is
delivered. However, that analysis is outside the scope of this study. This study is meant to
be an analysis of the financial subject matter that women need in order to be financially
literate.
A third limitation is the lack of information that the women being interviewed
might have about the knowledge that they do not have but need. It may be difficult for
these women to know the financial topics they do not know, but need to know in order to
successfully navigate their financial lives. Some women may also have more financial
knowledge than they realize, but they may not be able to articulate it in a way that is
comprehensible to outside observers.
Conclusion
7KLV VWXG\ SUHVHQWV D XQLTXH RSSRUWXQLW\ WR LGHQWLI\ NH\ WRSLFV LQ ZRPHQ¶V
financial understanding that may lead to their increased financial literacy. Through the
VWXG\RIZRPHQ¶VILQDQFLDOXQGHUVWDQGLQJDQGILnancial behavior, both through primary
DQGVHFRQGDU\VRXUFHVWRSLFVFDQEHLVRODWHGWKDWDUHODFNLQJLQZRPHQ¶VXQGHUVWDQGLQJ
of personal finance. The ultimate goal is the identification of financial topics that could
EROVWHUZRPHQ¶VILQDQFLDOOLWHUDF\DQd help women take financial care of themselves and
their families.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS, ANALYSIS, FUTURE STUDY
Introduction
The purpose of this study is an in-depth examination of the financial topics that
women need to understand in order to make better financial decisions, given their current
role and responsibilities in families and society. This chapter discusses the data that was
generated through three stages of research, including analysis of financial surveys of
ZRPHQVWDWLVWLFVRIZRPHQ¶VILQDQFLDO behavior, and focus group interviews with women
in financial literacy classes.
The original intent of the study was to utilize the accepted definition of financial
literacy ± knowledgeable in the areas of managing money (including saving, budgeting,
investing, credit, insurance, and taxes) and utilizing that knowledge to gain personal
welfare through financial literacy ± to determine areas of high need financial learning
areas for women. As such, the data were approached from the perspective of sorting areas
RIZRPHQ¶VILQDQFLDOGLIILFXOW\IURPDUHDVRIWKHLUILQDQFLDOXQGHUVWDQGLQJ7KLVSURFHVV
yielded the proposition that women need a better understanding of the product
functioning and institutional operations aspects of personal finance in order to be
financially literate.
An additional related category that was developed in the analysis of the research
ZDVZRPHQ¶VGHILFLWLQproduct functioning and institutional operations understanding
could be a result of the less experience they have had bearing responsibility for financial
PDWWHUV:RPHQ¶VORZHULQFRPHOHYHO± which could ultimately be related to the
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economic barrier proposition stated earlier in this section - could also be a result of a
difference in life directions of men and women.
The knowledge-based findings were discovered in the first stage of research
analysis, and echoed and supported in the following two stages. However, continued
examination of the data through the three stages of analysis yielded a critical issue in the
analysis of womeQ¶VILQDQFLDOOLWHUDF\ZKLFKLVWKHLQFRPSOHWHQHVVRIWKHDFFHSWHG
definition of financial literacy. These findings became apparent as more *$"0G046$
information ± through financial behavior analysis and focus group interviews ± was
investigated. Specifically, the flaw in the definition is the underlying definitional
assumption made at the beginning of the study, which is supported in the literature, and is
implicit of the accepted definition of the study, that financial knowledge is the input that
yields the output of responsible financial behavior. In equation form:
Financial Knowledge  Responsible Financial Behavior
This equation indicated one input, financial knowledge, to yield the output of
responsible financial behavior. However, through careful examination of financial survey
results, financial behaviors, and interviews on financial topics, it became clear that this
equation was missing an integral input, which is access to capital. Without access to
capital, one can have financial knowledge but face economic barriers and opportunity
costs to manifesting that knowledge in responsible financial behavior. This additional
input yields the revised equation:
Financial Knowledge + Access to Capital  Responsible Financial Behavior
As such, without sufficient capital, responsible financial behavior might not be possible.
Similarly, access to capital may ultimately yield responsible financial behavior, but that
behavior may not specifically be the manifestation of financial knowledge. In fact, access
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to capital can mask the lack of financial knowledge as it may yield seemingly responsible
financial behavior without the actor necessarily having financial knowledge.
In other words, while the lack of capital can prevent responsible financial behavior
despite financial knowledge, access to capital may yield responsible financial behavior
without the input of financial knowledge. The motivation for the behavior could be
something different, however the access to capital still makes the behavior possible.
As such, the data indicate findings more profound than what was originally
intended as the findings included but also moved beyond the realm of specific high need
financial knowledge areas. Specifically, while women have some financial knowledge
weaknesses²and these will be discussed in this chapter²a critical issue in the analysis
RIZRPHQ¶VILQDQFLDOOLWHUDF\LVWKHGHILQLWLRQDOFRQVWUDLQWVRIWKHIXQFWLRQDOGHILQLWLRQRI
ILQDQFLDOOLWHUDF\JLYHQZRPHQ¶VXQLTXHUROHLQVRFLHW\WRGD\%HFDXVHZRPHQKDYH
lower access to capital and capital is a critical input in the definition of financial literacy,
some women face opportunity costs, and may also have redefined the concept of rational
DFWLRQZKHQLWFRPHVWRILQDQFLDOPDQDJHPHQW*LYHQZRPHQ¶VXQLTXHSODFHLQ86
society, the accepted definition of financial literacy may not only be incomplete, but may
have significant gender-UHODWHGLVVXHVDVLWPDVNVDUHDVRIZRPHQ¶VILQDQFLDONQRZOHGJH
and provides evidence that is not necessarily accurate.
The data analysis of the three stages of research yielded a series of categories
related to the concept of an incomplete definition of financial literacy. For example, one
finding was that women may face economic barriers to behaving in a financially
responsible way. The issue in this case is not that there is a weak knowledge base about
how to take care of oneself financially, but that financially responsible behavior may not
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be logistically possible due to a lack of sufficient funds. The lack of sufficient funds
could be relatHGWRZRPHQ¶VDYHUDJHORZHULQFRPHOHYHODQGLQFUHDVLQJILQDQFLDO
responsibility for their families.
The constructs of opportunity costs and rational actions were also discovered to
be a related category to the incomplete definition of financial literacy. The idea is that
while women might have sufficient financial knowledge to understand that financially
responsible behaviors like investing and home ownership through mortgages are a good
idea, some women may need to use the money for something else. Related to this
analysis of opportunity costs is the idea that the women who participated in the focus
group interviews might be exhibiting a different definition of *"%4)."0&"!%4).& than is usually
considered in economic reasoning.
These dynamics will be considered in detail in the next sections. This chapter is
organized by the three stages of research analysis.
Stage One: Financial Literacy Survey Results for Women
Stage One of the research analysis yielded a financial knowledge area, based on
the accepted definition of financial literacy, where women need greater understanding.
Specifically, the knowledge-based findings were that women need a better understanding
of the institutional operations and product functioning aspects of personal finance in
order to be financially literate. This is a finding that could be supported even if access to
capital is included in the financial literacy equation; in other words, the knowledge is not
masked by a lack of access to capital, and may still be lacking if capital were more
available to women.
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Specifically, product functioning understanding is defined as how financial
markets, products, and components function. Concepts that fall under this definition
include the following: How do financial instruments work? How does a savings account
work? How does social security function? Institutional operations understanding is
defined as an understanding of how an institution operates in a financial transaction.
Concepts that fall under this definition include the following: How do financial
institutions work? What role does the government pay in taxes? In financial transactions,
what is the institution responsible for and what does the government protect?
In grounded theory analysis, the main theme of the research that pulls the other
categories together to form an explanatory whole is defined as the !$.%*"0&!"%$2)*; (Strauss
& Corbin, 1998). Thus, the central knowledge-based category that emerged from the
Stage One data analysis is the proposition that women need a better understanding of the
product functioning and institutional operations aspects of personal finance in order to be
financially literate. In this study, financial literacy has been previously defined as
knowledgeable in the areas of managing money (including saving, budgeting, investing,
credit, insurance, and taxes) and utilizing that knowledge to gain personal welfare
through financial security.
Stage One was the beginning of the findings of a second central category that was
not knowledge-based, but was definitional. The findings provided the first suggestion that
the accepted definition of financial literacy is incomplete as it does not include the input
of access to capital. This first stage indicated that the input of knowledge also needs to be
accompanied by the input of access to capital to deliver the output of financial behavior
to take care of oneself. Specifically, the first stage of analysis provided an indication that
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women may face economic barriers that prevent them from manifesting their financial
knowledge in responsible financial behavior. The analysis yielded the proposition that
women might have sufficient financial knowledge in the previously defined financial
literacy areas of saving, budgeting, investing, credit, insurance, and taxes to take care of
themselves financially.
These economic barriers may be a result of women being paid less than men for
the same work, and moving in and out of the workforce more frequently than men, while
still having financial responsibility for themselves and their families. Thus, the economic
barrier prevents the financial knowledge from being acted upon, so that it appears from
ZRPHQ¶VEHKDYLRUWKDWWKH\DUHQRWILQDQFLDOO\OLWHUDWH
This section will examine the Stage One research analysis, including the
discovery of the central knowledge-based category, and the elaboration of financial
properties. This section will also show how the concepts of product functioning and
institutional operations financial knowledge are discovered and understood in the context
RIZRPHQ¶VILQDQFLDOOLWHUDF\7KLVVHFWLRQZLOODOVRH[DPLQHWKHILUVWLQGLFDWLRQRIWKH
central definitional category, that the accepted definition of financial literacy is
incomplete.
Product Functioning and Institutional Operations Understanding
This discovery of the central knowledge-based category, that women need a better
understanding of the product functioning and institutional operations aspects of personal
finance in order to be financially literate, evolved out of an attempt to find out which
specific categories of the six categories of financial literacy were women weak in.
+RZHYHULQWKHILUVWVWDJHRIUHVHDUFKWKDWLQYROYHGDQDO\]LQJZRPHQ¶VILQDQFLDOVXUYH\
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results (see Appendix 1 for a listing of the financial surveys, questions, and coding), the
indication was that women struggled with concepts in all the categories of financial
literacy defined earlier in this paper: budgeting, investing, credit, insurance, and taxes.
No specific category stood out as a particular high need learning area for women. For
example, every category was used at least once in a question where more than 70% of
women answered the question incorrectly.
Categories are concepts that represent important analytic ideas that emerge from
the data (Strauss & Corbin, 1998). The Stage One categories were developed based on
the concepts that were covered in each survey question. The surveys were established to
JDXJHZRPHQ¶VILQDQFLDOOLWHUDF\DQGWKHUHIRUHXWLOL]HGWKHSRRORIFRQFHSWVWKDWDUH
generally accepted to define financial literacy. Additionally, as this research project is
IRFXVHGRQGLVFRYHULQJWKHDUHDVRIQHHGIRUZRPHQ¶VILQDQFLDOOLWHUDF\WKHFDWHJRULHV
utilized for the first level of comparison were the primary content areas of financial
literacy as defined in Chapter 1 of this paper. These concepts are saving, budgeting,
investing, credit, insurance, and taxes. For example, the survey question:
³$VWRFNPXWXDOIXQGFRPELQHVWKHPRQH\RIPDQ\LQYHVWRUV
WREX\DYDULHW\RIVWRFNV´ 86)HGHUDO5HVHUYH04)
was assigned the category of A.#$7%4.2 because the content of the question related mostly to
investing, including concepts like stocks, mutual funds, and investor. The question:
³<RXUFUHGLWUDWLQJLVDIIHFWHGE\KRZPXFK\RXFKDUJHRQ
your crediWFDUGV´ 86)HGHUDO5HVHUYH
was assigned the category of Credit because the content of the question included
concepts like credit rating and credit cards that are related to credit.
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Table 4.1 below delineates the survey items that indicated a weakness in financial
knowledge. The table shows that those items were classified in all six categories of
financial literacy, and as such, did not provide any specific information about the areas of
financial understanding where women might be lacking.
4.1 Financial Survey Questions that Indicate Areas of Weakness
=).%$.%&="%$2)*;&
H9*#$;&A%$'7&I$0)/&JKL&
Budgeting

FR26, NC6, HR3

Saving

NF1, NF2, FR11, HR1, HR2, HR4, HR6

Investing

FR12, FR13, FR15, FR27, NC3, NC4,
NC5, NC8, NC9, HR5, HR7

Credit

NF4, NF6, NF7, NF8, FR2, FR4, FR5,
FR7, FR10, FR23

Insurance

FR18, FR27

Taxes

FR6

The original purpose of the study was to explore the financial knowledge that
women are lacking but need today, but the first approach of research analysis did not
yield specific areas as the findings were so broad. It then became necessary to look at the
survey results from a different perspective to find more specific areas of financial
understanding. This next level of survey analysis involved deriving the embedded
financial properties from the survey responses being analyzed.
The properties that were assigned to each question were specific to the question,
and as such, each question that yielded the same category assignment did not yield the
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same set of properties. For example, the survey question which received less than 70%
correct answers and was assigned the category of A.#$7%4.2:
³:LWKFRPSRXQGLQWHUHVW\RXHDUQLQWHUHVWRQ\RXULQWHUHVWDVZHOODV\RXU
SULQFLSDO´ 86)HGHUDO5HVHUYH
yielded the concepts: interest rates, compound interest, principal, components of a loan,
and calculation of interest. At the same time, an additional survey question which
received less than 70% correct answers and was also assigned the category of A.#$7%4.2:
³'R\RXWKLQk that the following statement is true or false?: Buying a single
FRPSDQ\VWRFNXVXDOO\SURYLGHVDVDIHUUHWXUQWKDQDVWRFNPXWXDOIXQG´
(University of Michigan, 2001)
but yielded the concepts: risk, return, and diversification.
The properties of the original series of categories were compared, and then regrouped to relate categories at a dimensional level (Strauss & Corbin, 1998). These
categories were meant to capture the finer layer of concepts that were eluding women in
their financial understanding. Rather than looking for a large category like =*$14% as a basis
for understanding or non-understanding, the re-grouping of categories from specific
concepts was meant to find the subsets of concepts within =*$14% that might be generally
more difficult for women to understand.
The comparison was focused on connecting the category properties on the basis of
related financial concepts that formed a composite topic of finance understanding. For
example, the concept !*$14%&*"%4.2 included the following properties: credit counseling
functioning, credit repair agency functioning, credit report components, credit report
functioning, and credit rating components. The conditions for the grouping were not
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conceptual, like the broader meaning of !*$14%, but had a more 69.!%4)."0 quality, meaning,
how the concept is utilized, or manifests, in financial practice. For example, where the
concept of !*$14% has a broad meaning that can apply to a number of different areas within
finance (see Appendix 4 for concept definitions), the functional topics divided the
concepts into their functional manifestations, including mortgage functioning, credit
cards, and credit rating. The choice of functional topics was related to the nature of the
properties embedded in the survey questions. Most questions related to how consumers
implemented financial actions and decisions, and how financial products worked.
When the list of properties from the survey questions was generated, it became
clear that there were multiple properties embedded in each of the questions, and in the
initial set of six financial literacy categories (saving, budgeting, investing, credit,
insurance, and taxes). This phase of analysis yielded 58 properties, as opposed to the
original six categories. As the properties were analyzed, it became clear that there was a
trend in the types of financial knowledge that women are lacking. A trend that became
evident from this phase of analysis was that the areas of understanding of product
functioning and institutional operations in personal finance, as defined above, were areas
of financial knowledge that women might be lacking.
Table 4.2 below shows a listing of the 58 properties generated in this phase of
analysis. These properties that were embedded in the survey questions are crossreferenced in the table below with the financial literacy categories in which the survey
questions were originally classified under in Table 4.1. For example, the survey question
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which received less than 70% correct answers and was assigned the category of
!"#$%&'"(:
³:LWKFRPSRXQGLQWHUHVW\RXHDUQLQWHUHVWRQ\RXULQWHUHVWDVZHOODV\RXU
SULQFLSDO´ 8QLYHUVLW\RI0LFKLJDQ6XUYH\RI&RQVXPHUV
yielded the properties: compound interest, principal, components of a loan, and interest
rate calculation. These properties are listed under the A.#$7%4.2&category in the table below.
Upon initial reflection of the new set of categories, the re-categorization seemed
to yield information that was as broad and non-specific as the initial groupings of
categories. However, upon continued analysis and consideration over time, this phase of
analysis indicated a nascent pattern within the type of financial information that women
struggled with. The properties in Table 4.2 show the beginning of a trend in the
understanding of product functioning and institutional operations. The property grouping
includes both product functioning properties like checking account functioning, interest
rate functioning, and life insurance functioning. The property grouping also includes
institutional operations properties like the role of banks with banking services, consumer
responsibility, and the role of the federal government in investing.
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4.2 Financial Survey Development of Properties, continued on the next page

=).%$.%&="%$2)*;&

C*)($*%4$7&

Budgeting

Checking account functioning
Definition of overdrawn
Role of banks with banking services
Consumer responsibility

Saving

Importance of a financial cushion
Budgeting
Interest rates
Compound interest
Principal
Components of a loan
Interest rate calculation
Debt functioning
Budget functioning
Retirement savings functioning
Social security functioning
Time value of money functioning

Investing

Regulation of investments
Regulation of banks
Role of federal government in investing
FDIC insurance functioning
Consumer responsibility
Mutual fund functioning
Investment return
Risk
Nature of investing
Stock returns
Historical returns for an asset class
Foreign exchange valuation
Role of stock market
Role of inflation in investing
Interest rate functioning
Investment functioning
Diversification

Credit

Importance of home ownership
Mortgage functioning
Interest rates
Loan components
Loan functioning
Credit scores
Importance of credit score
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Consumer responsibility
Credit score components
Credit card components
Credit card functioning
Credit
Compound interest
Savings account functioning
Credit repair agency functioning
Credit report functioning
Refinancing functioning
Loan fee functioning
Insurance

Life insurance functioning
Whole life insurance functioning
Term life insurance functioning

Taxes

Credit counseling function
Income tax
Income tax refund
Role of the federal government in taxes

Upon continued analysis and consideration over time, this phase of analysis
seemed to indicate the possibility of a theme in the research that women need a better
understanding of the product functioning and institutional operations aspects of personal
finance in order to be financially literate. When the survey questions which received less
than 70% correct answers were analyzed through the lens of what a person would need to
be taught in order to answer the questions correctly, the product functioning and
institutional operations theme became even more apparent. This next phase of analysis
yielded product functional and institutional operations properties including: social
security functioning, investment return functioning, the role of the bank with banking
services, and mortgage functioning. Table 4.3 below indicates the properties that were
discovered in this phase of analysis. The new set of properties are cross-referenced in the
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table below with the financial literacy categories in which the survey questions that
yielded the properties were originally classified under in Table 4.1.
4.3 Financial Survey Development of Product Functioning and Institutional Operations
Properties

=).%$.%&="%$2)*;&

C*)19!%&D9.!%4).4.2&
="%$2)*;&

A.7%4%9%4)."0&M($*"%4).7&
="%$2)*;&

Budgeting

Debt functioning
Social security functioning

Saving

Importance of saving
Compound interest
functioning
Social security functioning

Investing

Investment return
functioning
Foreign exchange
valuation functioning
How inflation impacts
valuation
Mutual fund functioning

Role of the federal
government in investing
Consumer responsibility
with contracts
Role of the stock market

Credit

Importance of home
ownership
Mortgage functioning
Credit score functioning
The cost of credit

Consumer responsibility
with credit cards
How credit repair agencies
function

Insurance

Life insurance functioning

Taxes

Role of the bank with
banking services

Role of the federal
government with taxes

The following table provides a listing of the survey questions with lower than
70% accuracy in the responses, and shows how the questions were classified under
product functioning understanding and institutional operations after the property
designation. Each question in Table 4.4 below yielded one of the properties in Table 4.3
above. Some of the questions yielded the same property.
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4.4 Financial Survey Designation of Areas of Weakness Categorized by Product
Functioning and Institutional Operations

=).%$.%&="%$2)*;&
&

C*)19!%&D9.!%4).4.2&

A.7%4%9%4)."0&M($*"%4).7&

Budgeting

FR26, NC6, HR3

Saving

NF1, NF2, FR11, HR1,
HR2, HR4, HR6

Investing

FR13, FR15, NC3, NC5,
NC8, NC9, HR5, HR7

FR12, NC4

Credit

NF4, NF6, NF7, NF8, FR2,
FR4, FR5, FR23

FR7, FR10

Insurance

FR18, FR27

Taxes

FR26

FR6

The properties grouped in Table 4.3 can be viewed in relation to the specific
survey questions in Table 4.4. For example, in this phase of analysis, the following
question yielded a functional property interpretation:
³6XSSRVH\RXKDGLQDVDYLQJVDFFRXQWDQGWKHLQWHUHVWUDWHZDV
per year. After 5 years, how much do you think you would have in the account
,I\RXOHIWWKHPRQH\WRJURZPRUHWKDQH[DFWO\OHVVWKDQ"´
(University of Michigan, 2004)
The properties that this question yielded are compound interest functioning. While
knowledge of mathematical computation is necessary to answer this question correctly,
an understanding of how interest functions ± meaning, how interest is calculated and
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accumulates over a time period ± is imperative even before mathematical computations
enter into the solution
Additionally, the following question yielded an institutional operations and a
product functioning property interpretation:
³<RXUEDQNZLOOXVXDOO\FDOOWRZDUQ\RXLI\RXZULWHDFKHFNWKDWZRXOG
RYHUGUDZ\RXUDFFRXQW´ 8QLYHUVLW\RI0LFKLJDQ6XUYH\RI&RQVXPHUV
This question yielded the property role of the bank with banking services. The knowledge
required to answer this question correctly is about how banks operate, which is
institutional operations knowledge.
Economic Barrier and Financial Literacy Definitional Issues
Stage One indicated the beginning of an understanding of a central definitional
understanding, that the definition of financial literacy is incomplete because it does not
include access to capital as an input. The indication was the discovery of the related
category of an economic barrier - which may be access to capital - may be preventing the
link between financial knowledge and responsible financial behavior that together yield
the accepted definition of financial literacy. This related category yielded the proposition
that women might have sufficient financial knowledge in the previously defined financial
literacy areas of saving, budgeting, investing, credit, insurance, and taxes to take care of
themselves financially, but may face economic barriers to engaging in those behaviors.
For example, even if women have the financial knowledge needed to make responsible
financial decisions, like having savings for a financial cushion, or saving for retirement,
they may not have the economic means to do so given their relatively lower income,
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single head of household status, and pattern of going in and out of the workforce (Pew,
2009).
For example, 94% of women respondents answered the following question
correctly with a N*9$ response:
³<RXVKRXOGKDYHDQHPHUJHncy fund that covers two to six months of
H[SHQVHV´ University of Michigan Survey of Consumers, 2001)
which indicates that women have strong knowledge about the importance of saving.
However, only 64% of women respondents answered O$7 to the following question:
³'R\RXKDYHDQ\VDYLQJVH[FOXGLQJUHWLUHPHQWVDYLQJV"´ 1DWLRQDO)RXQGDWLRQ
for Credit Counseling, 2009)
This contradictory data implies that while women may have the appropriate
financial knowledge regarding saving and a financial cushion, they are not engaging in
the behavior that would be the expected manifestation of that knowledge given the
acknowledged connection between knowledge and behavior in the accepted definition of
financial literacy. As the women are not engaging in the behavior, they do not appear to
be financially literate.
Summary of Stage One Analysis
The Stage One research analysis involved the analysis of financial properties
embedded in financial survey questions in order to begin to discover specific areas of
weakness iQZRPHQ¶VILQDQFLDONQRZOHGJH7KURXJKWKis re-examination, a theme of
types of financial knowledge was discovered: product functioning and institutional
operations. As such, this stage yielded the central category that women need a better
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understanding of the product functioning and institutional operations aspects of personal
finance in order to be financially literate.
There was also an indication in this stage of analysis that the weakness in
ZRPHQ¶VILQDQFLDOOLWHUDF\PD\QRWEHDUHVXOWRIDODFNRf knowledge. Rather, women
might have sufficient financial knowledge in the previously defined financial literacy
areas of saving, budgeting, investing, credit, insurance, and taxes to take care of
themselves financially. But in some cases, women may face economic barriers to
engaging in the behavior that demonstrates that knowledge, and enables them to take care
of themselves financially. This discovery in Stage One yielded the beginning of the
findings that suggested that the definition of financial literacy as defined by inputs
(financial knowledge in the six subject areas) and outputs (financial behavior to take care
of oneself) may be incomplete as it does not include access to capital as an input.
Financial literacy is defined in this study and in the literature as being
knowledgeable in the areas of managing money (including saving, budgeting, investing,
credit, insurance, and taxes) and utilizing that knowledge to gain personal welfare
through financial security. This first stage of research analysis indicated the possibility
that the accepted definition of financial literacy is flawed if one of the indicators is the
output of utilizing financial knowledge to gain personal welfare through financial
security. The definition might be incomplete because the utilization of financial
knowledge to gain personal welfare through financial security requires access to capital.
The knowledge cannot be utilized to gain financial security without sufficient capital, and
there are economic barriers that may be preventing some women from accumulating that
level of capital.
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6WDJH7ZR$UHDVRI:RPHQ¶V)LQDQFLDO%HKDYLRU
The Stage Two analysis of the research involved the information gained from the
DQDO\VLVRIZRPHQ¶VILQDQFLDOEHKDYLRUDOVWDWLVWLFV (see Appendix 2 for a list of the
sources of statistics for data collection and coding of those behaviors). The key findings
from Stage Two of the research analysis include the central knowledge-based category
that women need a better understanding of the product functioning and institutional
operations aspects of personal finance in order to be financially literate. In the Stage Two
analysis, the product functioning and institutional operations weakness was particularly
pronounced in the Mortgage-related and Investing areas. A second key finding in Stage
Two is the central definitional category, that the definition of financial literacy is
incomplete as it does not include the input of access to capital.
For the Stage Two analysis, statistical information from studies that examined
financial behavior was examined. The financial behavior statistics indicated that
ZRPHQ¶VILQDQFLDOEHKDYLRUZDVVWURQJLQVRPHDUHDVDQGZHDNLQRWKHUV7DEOH
EHORZLQGLFDWHVWKHDUHDVRIVWUHQJWKDQGZHDNQHVVLQZRPHQ¶VILQDQFLDOEHKDYLRU
4.5 Financial Behavior Strengths and Weaknesses

D4.".!4"0&I$,"#4)*&
FB1. Income
FB2. Savings rate
FB3. Retirement savings
FB4. Home ownership
FB5. Mortgage loan default
FB6. Mortgage foreclosure
FB7. Credit rating
FB8. Participation in the stock market and other
investments
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="%$2)*;&

H%*$.2%,&

+$"-.$77&

Budgeting
Savings
Savings
Credit
Credit
Credit
Credit
Investing

X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X

$QRWKHUILQGLQJLQ6WDJH7ZRZDVWKHFRQFHSWWKDWZRPHQ¶VZHDNQHVVLQSURGXFW
functioning and institutional operations understanding could be a result of their shorterterm experience in having independent income and making independent financial
choices. For example, women did not have the same access to jobs and careers as men or
the same pay until government policy actions in the 1960s, although equal access for
women in the workplace remains a struggle to this day (Secor, 2008). Additionally, it was
not until 1974 that the Equal Opportunity Act made it illegal to discriminate in terms of
credit opportunities baVHGRQJHQGHUDPRQJRWKHUWKLQJV8QWLOWKLVWLPHZRPHQ¶V
creditworthiness and access to credit was largely based on their husband (Secor, 2008).
The Stage Two analysis also confirmed the related category which is an economic
barrier that prevents women who might have sufficient knowledge in the previously
defined financial literacy areas of saving, budgeting, investing, credit, insurance, and
taxes to take care of themselves financially, including investing in risky, higher
performing assets and saving for retirement. A finding in the Stage Two analysis
provided additional information in the understanding of the economic barrier concept.
6SHFLILFDOO\ILQGLQJVGHPRQVWUDWHGWKHFRQFHSWWKDWJLYHQZRPHQ¶VORZHUDYHUDJHOLIH
income, their life priorities and necessities may require them to engage in behaviors,
including not saving as much for retirement as men, that appear to not be financially
literate but may be due to a lack of access to sufficient capital.
The findings of the Stage Two research analysis also helped frame the economic
barrier and access to capital issue in terms of the opportunity costs that women face.
*LYHQZRPHQ¶VORZHUDFFHVVWRFDSLWDOWKHLUDSSDUHQWO\QRQ-financially literate behavior
could be viewed as the opportunity costs, or tKHUHDOFRVWRIRXWSXWIRUHJRQHRIZRPHQ¶V
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responsibilities and priorities for spending a smaller salary. This is a different idea than if
women had sufficient capital to save and invest, and they were choosing not to do so.
This section will examine the ILQGLQJVWKDWHYROYHGIURPWKHDQDO\VLVRIZRPHQ¶V
financial behaviors. It will include an examination of the central categories and related
categories that evolved from the data analysis.
Product Functioning and Institutional Operations Understanding
The findings in the Stage Two research yielded the proposition that women need a
better understanding of the product functioning and institutional operations aspects of
personal finance in order to be financially literate. As in the examination of a broader
array of financial concepts through the analysis of properties embedded in the survey
results of Stage One, the examination of the properties embedded in the financial
behaviors examined in Stage Two began to yield results that supported the central
knowledge-based category of product functioning and institutional operations knowledge
weakness in women.
For example, in the financial behavior of Mortgage Loan Default, which included
a higher rate of default for women and a higher rate of sub-prime mortgages for women,
the examination of properties embedded in those behaviors yielded product functioning
properties including mortgage functioning and ARM functioning. Because women have a
high rate of mortgage loan default, it appears that women may have difficulty
understanding how different types of mortgages function.
For the behavior of Participation in the Stock Market and Other Investment,
which included the data that women tend to take less risk in investing to their
disadvantage, the examination of properties embedded in those behaviors yielded product
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functioning properties including nature of investing and investment functioning. Because
this is an area of weakness for women, it appears that the knowledge weakness may be
product functioning. These types of results support the proposition that women need a
better understanding of the product functioning and institutional operations aspects of
personal finance in order to be financially literate. Table 4.6 below shows the properties
embedded in the financial behaviors examined in Stage Two, cross-referenced with the
financial literacy categories.
4.6 Financial Behavior Development of Properties

=).%$.%&="%$2)*;&
&
Budgeting

C*)($*%4$7&

Insurance

Income functioning
Budget functioning
Saving functioning
Budget functioning
Importance of financial cushion
Saving functioning
Investing
Budgeting for retirement
Retirement saving functioning
Importance of retirement saving
Compound interest functioning
Investment return functioning
Risk
Historical returns for an asset class
Nature of investing
Investment functioning
Stocks functioning
Diversification
Mortgage functioning
ARM functioning
Mortgage components
Budget functioning
N/A

Taxes

N/A

Saving

Investing

Credit
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As in the Stage One research analysis of survey resultsWKHVWDWLVWLFVRIZRPHQ¶V
financial behavior trends were also analyzed from the perspective of what would need to
be taught to someone who indicated a lack of financial understanding in the areas of
weaker financial behaviors. As with the Stage One analysis, the analysis yielded a trend
of a weakness in the product functioning and institutional operations understanding of
personal finance, particularly in the Mortgage-related and Investing areas. For example,
the Mortgage Loan Default behavior yielded product functioning and institutional
operations properties including mortgage functioning and consumer responsibility.
Mortgage functioning is a product functioning property, and consumer responsibility is
an institutional operations property in the sense that the consumer and the lender both
have prescribed responsibilities given how the institution and the market operate. Table
4.7 below indicates the production functioning and institutional operations properties that
were embedded in the financial behavior statistics. The properties are cross-referenced
with the financial literacy categories from the original behavior category classification.
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4.7 Financial Behavior Development of Product Functioning and Institutional Operations
Properties

=).%$.%&="%$2)*;&
&

C*)19!%&D9.!%4).4.2&
="%$2)*;&

Budgeting

A.7%4%9%4)."0&M($*"%4).7&
="%$2)*;&
Knowledge of job market

Saving

Financial cushion
importance
Retirement saving
functioning

Investing

Investment functioning

Credit

Mortgage functioning

Responsibility of the
consumer with mortgages
Role of the bank with
mortgages

Insurance

N/A

N/A

Taxes

N/A

N/A

Each financial behavior in Table 4.8 below yielded one of the properties in Table
4.7 above. Some behaviors yielded the same property.
4.8 Financial Behavior Areas of Weakness Categorized by Product Functioning and
Institutional Operations

=).%$.%&="%$2)*;&
&

C*)19!%&D9.!%4).4.2&

Budgeting

A.7%4%9%4)."0&M($*"%4).7&
FB1

Saving

FB2, FB3

Investing

FB8

FB8

Credit

FB5

FB6

Insurance

N/A

N/A

Taxes

N/A

N/A
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Additionally, in the financial behavioral areas of Mortgage Loan Default and
Mortgage Foreclosure, the financial knowledge that might be lacking in this case could
be product functioning and institutional operation, for example not understanding what
happens if payments are not made each month, or how to approach a lender or find a
government program to help if the monthly mortgage payments are not affordable.
Additionally, the financial behavior data revealed that women had a higher percentage of
sub-prime mortgages than men with similar credit scores (Center for Responsible
Lending, 2009), which could imply that women do not have the same operational
understanding of the mortgage market. The credit score similarity implies that women
otherwise know how to manage credit as well as men do, but there seems to be a gap in
knowledge for women regarding mortgages and mortgage market operations.
The analysis of the Investing behavior from the perspective of what would need to
be taught to someone who lacked information in this area, yielded investment return
functioning, which relates to an understanding of how investments function. This area
can include issues like diversification, and risk-and-return relationships, where women
seem to lack understanding.
Experiential Differences
The Stage Two research analysis began to connect the concept of product
functioning and institutional operations understanding to experience. It has been
demonstrated that women have less experience in the workforce, and with independent
forms of credit (Secor, 2008). As such, it would follow that with less experience in
personal finance, the understanding of how the markets and institutions ± along with the
different participants in the transactions ± operate or function might be weaker than if
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there were more experience. Thus, the proposition yielded in this stage of analysis is that
ZRPHQ¶VZHDNSURGXFWIXQFWLRQLQJDQGLQVWLWXWLRQDORSHUDWLRQVXQGHUVWDQGLQJRISHUVRQDO
finance is related to their lack of experience in the independent practice of personal
finance.
This discovery of the experiential trend occurred in some of the financial
behaviors that happened to demonstrate both weaknesses and strengths for women. These
contradictory areas as such pointed to a product functioning GHILFLHQF\LQZRPHQ¶V
financial knowledge, as well to some of the related categories mentioned above.
Regarding the financial behavior of Income, while women between the ages of 30 and 44
are paid 71% of what men are paid for the same jobZRPHQ¶VLncomes are growing at a
IDVWHUSDFHWKDQPHQ¶V (Pew, 2009). The income differential might point to the idea that
historically women have been discriminated against in the workforce. Also, women have
less experience in the workforce, which could mean that women are less well-versed in
how to negotiate a salary, the idea that they can ask for money than they are being
offered, or the knowledge of how to do a broader market analysis for salaries. While this
behavior might demonstrate a functional lack of understanding, it also supports the idea
that women have less experience over time with financial areas as they had financial
independence and responsibility for a shorter period than men (Secor, 2008).
Financial Literacy Definitional Issues
The research analysis in Stage Two confirmed the central definitional category
that the current understanding of financial literacy is incomplete because it does not
include the input of access to capital. The primary issue with the definition of financial
literacy and women is that financial literacy is defined by inputs (financial knowledge in
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the six previously defined subject areas) and outputs (financial behavior to take care of
oneself). Financial literacy is defined in this study and in the literature as being
knowledgeable in the areas of managing money (including saving, budgeting, investing,
credit, insurance, and taxes) and utilizing the knowledge to gain personal welfare through
financial security. However, the problem is that the definition of financial literacy
assumes that along with the impact of knowledge, there is also an input of access to
capital to deliver the output of utilizing knowledge to attain financial security. However,
knowledge cannot necessarily be utilized to gain financial security without sufficient
capital.
As the findings continue to be uncovered, the definitional issue related to
ILQDQFLDOOLWHUDF\VHHPVWREHEDVHGSULPDULO\RQZRPHQ¶VXQLTXHSODFHLQ86VRFLHW\
As such, it may be the case that the accepted definition of financial literacy has
significant gender-UHODWHGLVVXHV*LYHQZRPHQ¶VXQLTXHSODFHLQ86VRFLHW\LQWKLVHUD
it may be that women may not have access to the capital that is required to meet the
behavioral aspect of the current definition of financially literate. It may be that the
current, accepted definition of financial literacy does not include the strategies that
ZRPDQPLJKWQHHGWRHPSOR\LQKHUDQGKHUIDPLO\¶VILQDQFLDOPDQDJHPHQWJLYHQKHU
limited financial resources.
Economic Barriers to Financial Literacy
Stage Two of the research analysis supported the related category that women
might have sufficient financial knowledge in the previously defined financial literacy
areas of saving, budgeting, investing, credit, insurance, and taxes to take care of
themselves financially, but may face economic barriers to engaging in those behaviors.
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The income statistic that shows women between the ages of 30 and 44 are paid 71% of
what men are paid for the same job (Pew, 2009) provides ballast for the related category
of economic barriers. This statistic would indicate that if women are making 71% on
average of what men are making overall, it would follow that women would have lower
savings and retirement savings as they have less money overall to manage. In other
words, with lower incomes, they may have less capital available for savings of all kinds,
or other financially literate behaviors.
The Mortgage Default behavior also supports the related category of economic
barrier. With lower incomes, women might not be able to afford the same mortgage
payments as men, so may have a higher rate of default for that reason, especially if they
have a mortgage structure where the monthly payments increase substantially over time.
Other trends in the data also point to the supporting category of economic barrier.
:KLOHZRPHQ¶VVDYLQJVUDWHLVORZZKLFKFRXOGLPSO\LVVXHVZLWKEXGJHWLQJWKHLUFUHGLW
scores are KLJKHUWKDQPHQ¶V, which implies bills are paid on time and credit is managed,
which implies budgeting prowess. The issue may be that while women are responsible in
the area of budgeting and paying bills on time, they may not have sufficient income to
apply it to savings, after having applied it to more immediate areas of expenditures.
Opportunity Costs
Upon further examination of the economic barrier issue, additional findings in
6WDJH7ZRRIWKHUHVHDUFKDQDO\VLV\LHOGHGWKHSURSRVLWLRQWKDWZRPHQ¶VOLIHSULRULWLHV
and necessities may require them to engage in behaviors, including not making as much
income as men, that appear to not be financially literate. The economic barrier issue of
lower income with necessary expenses is a piece of this puzzle. But the more detailed
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picture is that women are making choices - possibly out of necessity - with a full
understanding of what their financial behaviors will yield. This apparently nonfinancially literate behavior could be articulated as the opportunity costs, or the real cost
RIRXWSXWIRUHJRQHRIZRPHQ¶VUHVSRQVLELOLWLHVDQGSULRULWLHVLQWKHLUILQDQFLDOOLYHV
These opportunLW\FRVWVDUHH[DFHUEDWHGE\ZRPHQ¶VSRVVLEOHORZHUDFFHVVWRFDSLWDOWKH
more scarce the resources, the more choices one has to make, including more sacrifices.
The Income area of behavior is an example of the opportunity costs concept.
Because of the difference in life directions and responsibilities of men and women,
women tend to move in and out of the workforce more frequently than men (Pew, 2009),
which could mean they do not build up the same level of experience, or start over with
new employers more frequently than do men. These issues may also contribute to women
making less money than men (Leonhardt, 2010). While women may understand the
importance of income level, especially as it relates to the ability to take care of
themselves in the present as well as save for the future, they may have a different set of
life priorities ± or necessities ± like caring for children, that require them to engage in
employment behaviors that may ultimately yield a lower salary for the same job. But at
the same time women make the choice with the full understanding of what that behavior
will yield, and they suffer the opportunity cost because of the choice they were obligated
to make.
Regarding the Investing area of financial behavior, the initial studies that
highlLJKWHGZRPHQ¶VLQIHULRULW\LQWKDWDUHDORRNHGDWWKHLUODFNRILQYHVWPHQWVDYY\DVLW
pertained to retirement savings (Lusardi & Mitchell, 2008). For example, in these studies
women invested less money in stocks and other high-risk investments, which yielded a
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lower return and thus lower level of retirement savings over time. Based on the link
between knowledge and behavior, this behavior implied that women did not know
enough to invest in higher risk assets, while conversely, men did have the right
knowledge to behave in a financially literate manner. But research shows that this may be
a case where access to capital yields financially responsible behavior without that
behavior being a manifestation of financial knowledge. The motivation for the action of
investing in risky assets may be something else entirely.
For example, there are studies that show that men are more !).641$.% investors, but
not necessarily more !)'($%$.%&&investors than women (Barber & Odean, 2001). In other
ZRUGVPHQ¶VGHFLVLRQWRLQYest in risky assets may not necessarily be based on the
knowledge that they might ultimately yield a higher return, but a general level of
confidence that may or may not be supported by successful investing. At the same time,
wRPHQ¶VIDLOXUHWRLQYHVWLQUiskier assets may be due to a lack of knowledge, or that
failure may not be due to a lack of knowledge but a fear of losing money, or a necessity
to hold on to money. This could be UHODWHGWRZRPHQ¶VLQFUHDVLQJlevel of financial
responsibility combined with a lower access to income, which might mean they might
have less of a financial cushion to absorb investment losses without threatening their
IDPLO\¶VILQDQFLDOOLYHOLKRRG. In other words, investment choices involving higher levels
of risk may appear to be based on financial knowledge, but may in fact be based more on
access to capital which yields a higher level of comfort with risk and potential financial
losses.
This idea that mHQ¶VGHVLUHWRLQYHVWLQULVNLHUDVVHWVPD\KDYHPRUHWRGRZLWKD
preference for risk-taking, or having more money to spend and thus to lose, than a
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stronger knowledge base has been borne out in the research (Barber & Odean, 2001).
Additionally, while investing in riskier assets may, over time, yield a higher return, it is
not always the safest approach to investing. One study showed that on a professional
level, women hedge fund managers outperformed men in the recent financial crisis
because they had invested more conservatively ahead of the crisis than men did, which
proved to be the savvier investment strategy given the investment environment at the
time (Arnst, 2009).
Summary of Stage Two Analysis
Stage Two of the research analysis indicated that a central knowledge-based
category that women may need additional product functioning and institutional
operations personal financial knowledge in order to be financially literature, particularly
in the areas of Mortgages and Investing. The proposition was further articulated as
ZRPHQ¶VZHDNQHVVLQSURGXFWIXQFWLRQLQJDQGLQVWLWXWLonal operations understanding
could be a result of their shorter-term experience in having independent income and
making independent financial choices.
The Stage Two findings also supported a central definitional category that the
definition of financial literacy is incomplete because it does not include the input of
DFFHVVWRFDSLWDO*LYHQZRPHQ¶VXQLTXHSODFHLQ86VRFLHW\WKHDFFHSWHGGHILQLWLRQRI
financial literacy may not only be incomplete, but may have significant gender-related
issues.
The Stage Two analysis also supported the related category of an economic
barrier that prevents women who might have sufficient knowledge in the previously
defined financial literacy areas of saving, budgeting, investing, credit, insurance, and
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taxes to take care of themselves financially, including investing in risky, higher
performing assets and saving for retirement. A finding in the Stage Two analysis
VXJJHVWHGWKDWJLYHQZRPHQ¶VORZHUDYHUDJHLQFRPHWKHLUOLIHSULRULWLHVDQGQHFHVVLWLHV
and in general their lower access to capital, may require them to engage in behaviors,
including not saving as much for retirement as men, that appear to not be financially
literate.
The findings of the Stage Two research analysis also helped frame the economic
barrier issue LQWHUPVRIWKHRSSRUWXQLW\FRVWVWKDWZRPHQIDFH*LYHQZRPHQ¶VORZHU
access to capital, their apparently non-financially literate behavior in some cases could be
YLHZHGDVWKHRSSRUWXQLW\FRVWVRUWKHUHDOFRVWRIRXWSXWIRUHJRQHRIZRPHQ¶V
responsibilities and priorities. This is a different idea than if women had sufficient capital
to save and invest, and they were choosing not to.
Stage Three: Focus Group Interviews with Women in Financial Literacy Classes
Stage Three of the research analysis involved focus group interviews with women
participating in financial literacy classes. The key findings from Stage Three of the
research analysis included a confirmation of the central knowledge-based category which
yielded the proposition that women need a better understanding of the product
functioning and institutional operations aspects of personal finance in order to be
financially literate. In the Stage Three analysis, the focus group interviews indicated that
women had a strong functional understanding of the areas of budgeting, saving, credit,
and taxes, but a weaker product functioning and institutional operations understanding of
mortgages and investing. Another finding in Stage Three that echoed that of Stage Two is
WKHFRQFHSWWKDWZRPHQ¶VZHDNQHVVLn product functioning understanding could be a
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result of their shorter-term experience in having independent income and making
independent financial choices.
Stage Three also supported the central definitional category that the accepted
definition of financial literacy is incomplete as it does not include the input of access to
capital. The Stage Three analysis provided support for the proposition that women might
have sufficient financial knowledge in the previously defined financial literacy areas of
saving, budgeting, investing, credit, insurance, and taxes to take care of themselves
financially, but may face economic barriers to engaging in those behaviors. This finding
was particularly acute in relationship to mortgages and retirement savings.
Another finding that came out of the Stage Three research analysis was the
SURSRVLWLRQWKDWZRPHQ¶VOLIHSULRULWLHVDQGQHFHVVLWLHVPD\UHTXLUHWKHPWRHQJDJHLQ
behaviors, including not making as much income as men, that appear to not be financially
literate. This dynamic could be viewed as the opportunity costs, or the real cost of output
IRUHJRQHRIZRPHQ¶VUHVSRQVLELOLWLHVDQGSULRULWLHVZLWKWKHGHFLVLRQPDGHZLWKWKHIXOO
understanding of the financial consequences. Finally, the Stage Three research analysis
yielded the proposition that women might be exhibiting a different definition of rational
action than is usually considered in economic reasoning in that maximizing their utility
might not mean saving for their retirement or the future, but using their capital to care for
their family.
7KLVVHFWLRQH[DPLQHVZRPHQ¶VXQGHUVWDQGLQJRIWKHEURDGHUILQDQFLDOFDWHJRULHV
included in the working definition of financial literacy. It will involve a discussion of
ERWKVWUHQJWKVDQGZHDNQHVVHVLQZRPHQ¶VILQDQFLDOXnderstanding.
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Understanding of Broader Financial Categories
The interview questions were framed in part by the initial analysis of the
categories in the first two stages of the research. However, there were also open-ended
questions to allow the interviewees to offer opinions, themes, and categories apart from
those developed in the earlier stages of research. Because the first two stages of research
in this study yielded clear and consistent propositions, the Stage Three research was
focused on the comSDULVRQRIZRPHQ¶VILQDQFLDONQRZOHGJHH[SHULHQFHVZLWKWKH
propositions that had already evolved. Based on the evolution of concepts in the first two
stages of research, the questions were centered around the categories of budgeting,
saving, credit/mortgage, and investing. The focus group interviews yielded an
understanding of the overarching concepts of budgeting, saving, credit, taxes, and
investing in general.
Budgeting. For example, when asked what budgeting is, respondents said:
³$OLVWRIELOOVDQG DOLVWRILQFRPHDQGRXWJRLQJILQDQFHV´
³6RPHSHRSOHPLJKWGRLWE\ZKDWWKH\PDNHD\HDU´
³6RPHWKLQJWKDW\RXSODQDQGVWLFNWRLW´
³>,WLVVHWXS@ DFFRUGLQJWR\RXULQFRPHHDFKZHHNRUPRQWK´
³6R\RXFDQNHHSWUDFNRI\RXUIXQGV´
³6R\RXFDQNQRZZKDW\RXFDQDIIRUGSUHWW\PXFKDQGZKDW\RXFDQ¶W´
These responses demonstrated a clear understanding of the definition of a budget, as well
DVKRZLWIXQFWLRQVLQDSHUVRQ¶VILQDQFLDOOLIH
Saving. When asked a follow-up question regarding the purpose of savings, the
respondents said:
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³5DLQ\GD\«FDUUHSDLU´
³(PHUJHQF\´
³8QH[SHFWHGH[SHQVH´
³8QFRPPRQHYHQW´
³$YDFDWLRQ´
A second follow-up question regarding how savings is accumulated yielded the following
responses:
³'LUHFWGHSRVLWGLUHFWO\LQD VDYLQJVDFFRXQW´
³<RXKDYHWRDGGLWWRZKDW\RX¶UHEXGJHWLQJ; account for it´
Their responses demonstrated a clear understanding of the definition of savings as well as
the purpose or function of savings.
Credit/Mortgage. The women focus group respondents demonstrated a very keen
understanding of credit in their responses. When asked how credit works, and what credit
is, respondents answered:
³%X\QRZSD\ODWHU´
5HVSRQGHQWVDOVRXQGHUVWRRGWKDWFUHGLWFDQEHDQHJDWLYHLQDSHUVRQ¶VOLIHZKHQQRW
managed properly, even if a bad experience with credit is an anomaly
³6RPHWLPHVWKHUHFDQEHDELDVEHFDXVHEDGWKLQJVKDSSHQWRJRRGSHRSOHDQG
WKH\VD\DK«,¶PQRWJRLQJWRWDNHDULVNRQKHUDQGWKDWFRXOGEHZKR\RXKDG
been then, in a certain situatioQ´
The respondents also understood how to apply for a credit card, and that credit is readily
available in current times. When asked how and where to get a credit card, the responded:
³-XVWDSSO\«QRZDGD\V´
³%DQNVGHSDUWPHQWVWRUHV´
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They also demonstrated an understanding of how to access their credit scores.
³,ZHQWRQOLQH,ZHQWWRILQGP\FUHGLWVFRUH,ZDVWU\LQJWRJHWP\FUHGLW
together and everything. I was so excited because I done got everything paid off
VRQRZ,¶PH[FLWHG,FDQJHWWKHFUHdit and the score all at once. I went online and
I looked it up. What you do is you apply for the mortgage and they will give it to
you for free ± WKHFUHGLWUHSRUWDQGWKHVFRUH´
One respondent also discussed her experience with her daughter dealing with a credit
card company that may not have been as clear about its policies as consumers would like
or need. She explained her response to the issue, given the resources she had available.
³0\ROGHVWGDXJKWHUVKHJRWRQHRIWKRVHWULFN\FUHGLWFDUGVZKHUHWhey gave you
$300 and all of a sudden you owe $3,000. And so at one point they were calling,
FDOOLQJFDOOLQJ«$UH\RXKHUPRWKHU"<HV,DP:HOOFRXOG\RXWHOOKHr she needs
WRSD\WKLVELOO"+HZDVJRLQJRQDQGRQ,VDLGQR,¶PQRWJRLQJWRWHOOKHUWKDt. I
said if she sent you $300 in March, that¶V what you gave her. Close up the file and
call it a day ± DOOWKHH[FHVVIHHVDQGVWXIIGRQ¶WPDNHVHQVH6RWKLVPDQVDLGWR
PHZHOOZKDWNLQGRIPRWKHUDUH\RX",VDLG,¶PJRLQJWRWHOO\RXZKDWNLQG,
am. 5LJKWQRZ>P\GDXJKWHU@LV,¶PJRLQJWRWHOOKHUWRJRILOHEDQNUXSWF\
%\WKHWLPHVKH¶VVKHZLOOKDYHDIUHVKVWDUW+RZDERXWWKDW":HOORIFRXUVH
KHKXQJXSWKHSKRQHDQGWKDWZDVWKHHQGRIWKDW´
However, there seems to be less of an understanding of the formal processes of
investing and mortgages ± including the potential return based on accumulated earnings
and compound interest, even if the initial amount invested is not very big.
Regarding mortgages, many of the women in the group said they were in the
financial literacy class to learn about mortgages, as part of a requirement of a mortgage
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lending program they were participating in. They implied that they did not know much
about mortgage borrowing. One of the focus group respondents seemed to have a very
strong understanding of mortgages, providing this answer to the question of what is a
mortgage:
³$PRUWJDJHLVDODUJHVXPRIPRQH\WKDW\RXKDYHWDNHQRXWDQGLQYHVWHGLQWKLV
KRXVH´
However, that same respondent then went on to tell her personal story about a mortgage
that she had borrowed, and how the fees at the closing were much higher than she
expected, and the other was a floating rate mortgage that eventually became too
expensive for her to afford to pay. At the same time, she had a very strong present-day
understanding of her mortgage functioning, as well as the government mortgage loan
modification program.
Additionally, the focus group respondents had a discussion about owning a home
with a mortgage versus renting, which seemed to yield a broader understanding of
mortgages and what they really imply about home ownership:
³%HFDXVHZKHQ\RXORRNDWLW\RXWKLQN\RXRZQ\RXUFDURU\RXRZQD
KRXVH<RXGRQ¶WRZQLWEHFDXVHLI\RXGRQ¶WPDNHDSD\PHQWWKH\WDNHLW<RX
GRQ¶WRZQLW«,W¶VMXVWOLNHUHQW± WKH\MXVWJRWDGLIIHUHQWQDPHIRULW´
At the same time, the analysis implied in the statement above seemed to ignore the
function of a mortgage as an investment, as well as the way that values fluctuate in the
real estate market. This represents a weakness in the product functioning and institutional
operations understanding of the role of a mortgage in a real estate investment. The
following quote echoed that sentiment:
³:HOO,QHYHUZDQWHGDKRXVHSHUVRQDOO\7KDWKDVQHYHUbeen my dream. Never
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HYHUZDQWHGDQG,VWLOOGRQ¶W,NQRZWKDWLW¶VDQLQYHVWPHQWDJRRGWKLQJWR
LQYHVWLQEXW,VWLOOGRQ¶W«,ORRNDWLWOLNHWKLV<RX¶UHLQDQDSDUWPHQWWKH
FHLOLQJEUHDNV,¶PQRWUHVSRQVLEOH<RXGRQ¶WKDYHWRUXQRXWWRWKHEDQN,GRQ¶W
KDYHWRZRUU\DERXWLW,MXVWFDOOWKHODQGORUG´
Another respondent discussed the economic barriers to home ownership. For
example,
³,FDOFXODWHG>P\DQQXDOUHQWSD\PHQW@,¶POLNHKROGXS,¶PJLYLQJ\RXDOPRVW
ten grand a year? Hold up, I got to find me a house. First-WLPHKRPHEX\HU¶VFODVV
I did all these things to clear up my credit. But then the ceiling went. A big hole
in the ceiling. I said, KPPP«,GRQ¶WKDYHWKHPRQH\´
Investing. The focus group respondents seemed to have less knowledge about investing.
When asked what is investing, the primary response was:
³7KDWLI\RXGRQ¶WKDYHDORWWRSXWLQWKHUHLW¶VQRWZRUWKLW´
The respondents did not seem to understand how financial markets work, or have basic
information on consumer products like stocks, bonds, or mutual funds. However, they did
express an interest in learning more about investing. When asked what might be the best
way to invest, one respondent replied:
³,ZRXOGLQYHVWLQSURSHUW\«,JXHVVZKHQ,ORRNDWLQYHVWment, I look at that if
you invest in the stock market you are taking a chance that you are going to lose
\RXUPRQH\3URSHUW\\RXDUHQ¶WJRLQJWRORVH\RXUPRQH\,WPD\ORVHYDOXH´
This response seemed to indicate the bHOLHIWKDWDVWRFN¶VYDOXHPLJKW go to zero, or at
least not maintain its value as well as property, which is not necessarily the case.
The focus group members also expressed concern that investing did not yield high
enough returns to take much-needed money out of household circulation. For example,
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³,W¶VQRWVRPXFKZKDWLWLVEXW\RXZRXOGWKLQNWKDW\RX¶UHJRLQJWKURXJKWKH
everyday struggle if you are going to put away $1000 in a year that you want at
OHDVW,WGRHVQ¶WZRUNWKDWZD\± \RX¶UHRQO\JRLQJWRJHWVR\RX
knRZ«´
In the follow-up focus group interviews, when asked specifically about where the
SDUWLFLSDQWV¶VKRUWFRPLQJVDUHLQUHJDUGWRLQYHVWLQJWKHVHWZRDQVZHUVZHUHJLYHQ
³,ZRXOGQ¶WNQRZSUHWW\PXFKZKHUHWRJRDQGKRZWRGRLW´
³+RQHVWO\,GRQ¶WWKLQNLWZRXOGEHZRUWKLW,GRQ¶WDFWXDOO\WKLQNLWZRXOGEH
ZRUWKLW%HFDXVHLI\RXKDGDQGWKH\¶UHRQO\JLYLQJ\RX´
When asked specifically about retirement savings, the focus group respondents
seemed to have an understanding of some different institutional mechanisms for
retirement savings. They did not seem to know much about the possibility for pre-tax
contributions to retirement through specific plans. However, there seemed to be
widespread agreement among the group that retirement saving was not possible given the
ZRPHQ¶VFXUUHQWOHYHORILQFRPHDQGH[SHQVHV)RUH[DPSOHZKHQDVNHGLIUHWLUHPHQW
savings was important, one focus group participant responded,
´1RWULJKWQRZ´
And another respondent added:
³,WLVLPSRUWDQWEXWDORWRISHRSOHFDQ¶WVDYHIRULW,W¶VZKDWVKHVDLG´
³,MXVWKDYHFRPHRXWRIP\FKHFN7KDW¶VZKDW,FDQDIIRUG´
At the time, while there did not seem to be much product functioning or
institutional operations understanding of investing in financial markets, there did seem to
be a broader understanding of the concept of investing, meaning, spending money on
something with a certain amount of risk, in hopes to earn a financial return at a later date.
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For example, which asked about what might be a good or safe investment, one focus
group participant said:
³,W¶VXVXDOO\\RXUFKLOGUHQ«OLNH,¶PLQYHVWHGLQP\VRQ¶VHGXFDWLRQ«EHFDXVH
,¶PSXWWLQJKLPWKURXJKFROOHJH´
When asked to describe why she calls that an investment, the respondent replied:
³0\VRQSOD\VEDVNHWEDll. He has the opportunity to play professional basketball
DQGKHZLOOJHWSDLGDORWRIPRQH\´
When asked by another respondent if she had a house, the respondent replied:
³1R,GRQ¶W7KDW¶VZK\,¶PLQYHVWLQJLQP\VRQ,ILWZRUNVRXW,FDQJHWPHD
KRXVH´
These responses indicated that the focus group participant understood the broader
concept of investing ± spending money on something that is not guaranteed, in hopes of
receiving a financial return. It also appears that she had done long- and short-term riskand-UHWXUQDQDO\VLVDQGKDGGHWHUPLQHGWKDWLQYHVWLQJLQKHUVRQ¶VHGXFDWLRQZRXOGhave
a superior return to investing in a home. These ideas seemed to indicate a broader
conceptual understanding of investing.
Taxes. The focus group respondents seemed to have a strong understanding of taxes. An
impromptu discussion about taxes arose without any specific questions on the subject,
and the respondents seemed to have a strong understanding of how income tax worked,
as well as some knowledge about more sophisticated concepts like generation-skipping
tax shelters related to the inheritance tax.
³<RXNQRZZKDW,MXVWIRXQGRXWDQG,KRSH,H[SODLQWKLVFRUUHFWO\7KHULFK
SHRSOH«VD\\RXKDYHPRQH\WKDW¶VLQ\RXUIDPLO\,QVWHDGRIOHDYLQJLWWR\RXU
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VRQ\RXOHDYHLWWR\RXUJUDQGVRQDQG\RXGRQ¶WJHWWD[HGRQLW2U\RXMXVWXVH
WKHLQWHUHVWWKDW\RXHDUQHGRIIWKDWDFFRXQWDQG\RXGRQ¶WJHWWD[HGRQLW,W¶VOLNH
WKDW¶VKRZWKH\VWD\ULFKDQGFRQWLQXHWREHULFK´
Product Functioning and Institutional Operations Understanding
The research analysis done in Stage Three of this study supported the central
knowledge-based category that women need a better understanding of the product
functioning and institutional operations aspects of personal finance in order to be
financially literate, and focused that proposition to include the specific areas of financial
understanding where women might need a better understanding of the product
functioning and institutional operations aspects of personal finance in order to be
financially literate. Specifically, based on the interview responses, the focus group
participants seemed to have a weaker product functioning and institutional operations
understanding of mortgages and investing.
So while the women interviewed seemed to have a broader and fairly keen
understanding of the conceptual definitions of investing and mortgages as indicated in the
excerpts above, they did not seem to have as strong an understanding of how the related
products function, or about the institutions required for their operation.
Additionally, the focus group participants did not seem to understand the concepts
related to how mortgages and investing can yield value and build wealth, which can also
be viewed as functional understanding. While the expenses of maintaining a house may
be high at times, the analysis of the value of home ownership requires understanding
essentially how real estate investing functions, and requires an understanding of real
estate fluctuations over time, as well as an analysis of the net gains that can result from
home ownership and all that factors into it. Similarly, while the return on investing might
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seem low and risky when viewed on a short-term basis, understanding how a diversified
portfolio of investments can have a lower risk profile and a valuable return over time
based on compound interest and other gains, requires the understanding of how
investments function.
Mortgages and investing not only involve more multi-dimensional consumer
products and require the understanding of complicated conceptual analysis in their
successful product functioning. Additionally, mortgages and investing involve multiple
institutional partners, which requires an institutional operations understanding of
financial institutions and markets, as well as laws related to consumer protection and the
banking industry.
Another finding in the Stage Three research was that the focus group interviews
expressed a strong functional understanding of the areas of budgeting, saving, and credit,
as indicated in the excerpts above. This finding yielded the construct of a literacy
regarding home financial management versus institutional financial management,
meaning that budgeting, saving, and some areas of credit fall into the type of personal
financial management that can be done simply in the home without much institutional
institutional operations knowledge.
Experiential Differences
As in the Stage Two research analysis, the Stage Three research analysis began to
connect the concept of product functioning and institutional operations understanding to
experience. As such, the Stage Three analysis supported a related category that was
developed in the SWDJH7ZRDQDO\VLVZKLFKLVWKHSURSRVLWLRQWKDWZRPHQ¶VZHDN
product functioning and institutional operations understanding of personal finance is
related to their lack of experience in the independent practice of personal finance.
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7KHZRPHQ¶VIRFXVJURXSLQWHUYLHZV, with excerpts above, seemed to indicate
that women had a stronger product functioning understanding in the areas of budgeting
and savings. These are areaVWKDWKDYHW\SLFDOO\EHHQZRPHQ¶VILQDQFLDOGRPDLQZLWKLQ
the family. However, women have had financial independence and responsibility for a
shorter period than men (Secor, 2008), which means less time with access to more
complicated financial products like investments and mortgages.
Financial Literacy Definitional Issues
The Stage Three research analysis supported the central definitional category that
the accepted definition of financial literacy is incomplete because it does not include the
input of access to capital. The Stage Three research analysis provided clear support for
the idea that the input of knowledge also needs to be accompanied by the access to capital
to deliver the output of financial behavior to take care of oneself. Otherwise, even if one
has the necessary financial understanding to take care of oneself financially, they cannot
do so without sufficient capital.
The focus group interviews with women in the Stage Three research provided
strong support that the definitional issue related to financial literacy seems to be based
SULPDULO\RQZRPHQ¶VXQLTXHSODFHLQ86VRFLHW\:KLOHWKHZRPHQZKRSDUWLFLSDWHGLQ
the focus group interviews indicated that they understood how to take care of themselves
financially, they did not have the access to income to participate in all of the activities
that make up the accepted definition of financial literacy. Given this support, it appears
that the accepted definition of financial literacy has significant gender-related issues.
Stage Three also yielded results that supported the proposition that the current, accepted
definition of financial literacy needs to broaden to include the strategies that woman
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might need to employ in her and KHUIDPLO\¶VILQDQFLDOPDQDJHPHQWJLYHQKHUOLPLWHG
financial resources.
Economic Barriers to Financial Literacy
The Stage Three data analysis supported the proposition that women might have
sufficient financial knowledge in the previously defined financial literacy areas of saving,
budgeting, investing, credit, insurance, and taxes to take care of themselves financially,
but may face economic barriers to engaging in those behaviors. For example, as indicated
in the interview excerpts above, some focus group respondents discussed being unable to
engage in home ownership through a mortgage because they could not afford to maintain
the home. Additionally, one respondent who did have a mortgage could no longer afford
the payments because of the rising interest rates on her second mortgage.
Home ownership also seemed to be perceived by some respondents as either too
expensive because of the cost of repairs (compared to not having to shoulder the cost of
repairs in a rented home), or as not a good investment because of the amount of money
needed to keep up with mortgage and repairs while that money may be needed for other
expenses.
Retirement saving also seemed to be viewed by some respondents as worthwhile,
but not affordable at the current time. When discussing the topic of retirement saving, a
FRXSOHRISDUWLFLSDQWVEDVLFDOO\VDLGVRPHWKLQJWRWKHHIIHFWRI³QRWULJKWQRZ´ In the
follow-up focus group interviews, when asked specifically if the participants were not
saving because they did not think it was a good idea, or because they need to use their
money to take care of other business, one respondent agreed with the latter idea.
Opportunity Costs
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The Stage Three analysis VXSSRUWHGWKHILQGLQJWKDWZRPHQ¶VOLIHSULRULWLHVDQG
necessities, and lack of access to capital, may require them to engage in behaviors,
including not making as much income as men, that appear to not be financially literate.
The research findings in Stage Three seemed to indicate that the economic barrier issue
of lower income with necessary expenses is only part of the dynamic. But the more
detailed picture is that women are making choices - possibly out of necessity - with a full
understanding of what their financial behaviors will yield. For example, while women
might have sufficient financial knowledge to understand that investing and home
ownership through mortgages are a good idea over the long-term, in the short-term they
need to use the money for something else. Because they have lower access to capital,
they have to make the choice that may seem to be less financially literate.
What this means is that the women are not willing to pay the opportunity cost of
investing the money, or putting the money into a house, when they have other immediate
need for the money. One indication of this concept was the discussion excerpted above
about investing not being attractive because the return on the investment was so low, and
as such did not outweigh the opportunity costs of having the money available. There was
a similar argument made in the excerpts above regarding having to spend money to
maintain a home.
Definition of Rational Action
Finally, another related category that was borne from the Stage Three analysis
was the proposition that women might be exhibiting a different definition of *"%4)."0 "!%4).&
than is usually considered in economic reasoning and behavior. Specifically, in Chapter 2
of this paper, there is a discussion of economics and personal finance, and the idea that
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*"%4)."0 HFRQRPLFEHKDYLRULQYROYHVPD[LPL]LQJRQH¶VXWLOLW\or in other words, utilizing
financial knowledge to gain personal welfare through financial security.
However, the women who participated in the focus group interviews seemed to
EHOLHYHWKDWPD[LPL]LQJRQH¶VXWLOLW\PLJKWQRWPHDQVDYLQJIRURQH¶VUHWLUHPent or the
future, or possibly did not have that option if that saving came at the expense of
providing basic support for their families. The women in the focus group interviews
articulated reasons why they could not save being that they would rather fulfill their
responsibility as parents. For example, one respondent provided this explanation:
³<RXQHHGWRXVH\RXUPRQH\$QGWKDW¶VSUREDEO\ZK\ZRPHQGRQ¶WVDYHDV
PXFKDVPHQ«LIP\NLGVQHHGVRPHWKLQJP\NLGVDUHJRLQJWRJHWZKDWWKH\
need. But a man cDQVLPSO\EHOLNHKPPP,¶PQRWEX\LQJWKDW$QGUHDOO\GRQ¶W
EX\LW/LNH,DOZD\VWHOOSHRSOH,¶PWKHPDUULHGVLQJOH,¶PPDUULHG,¶YHEHHQ
PDUULHGIRU\HDUVEXWZKHQLWFRPHVWRUXQQLQJWKHKRXVH«,¶PVLQJOH
EHFDXVHDOOP\PRQH\JRLQWRLW´
This response seems to imply recognition that the financial needs of a family in the
present will surpass the needs of the woman in the long-term. This may not be viewed as
rational behavior from an economic perspective. However, it is a conscious decision
being made by women with financial knowledge who understand the consequences of
their financial decision-making.
Summary of Stage Three Analysis
The key knowledge-based findings from Stage Three of the research analysis
yielded the proposition that women need a better understanding of the product
functioning and institutional operations aspects of personal finance in order to be
ILQDQFLDOO\OLWHUDWH$UHODWHGILQGLQJLQ6WDJH7KUHHZDVWKHFRQFHSWWKDWZRPHQ¶V
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weakness in product functioning understanding could be a result of their shorter-term
experience in having independent income and making independent financial choices.
The key definitional based findings from Stage Three of the research analysis is
that the accepted definition of financial literacy may be incomplete as it does not include
access to capital as input along with financial knowledge in the six subject areas, to yield
WKHRXWSXWRIILQDQFLDOEHKDYLRUWRWDNHFDUHRIRQHVHOI*LYHQZRPHQ¶VXQLTXHVHWRI
responsibilities in society today, coupled with their lower access to capital, means that the
definitional flaw may be a gender-related issue.
The Stage Three analysis also indicated that women might have sufficient
financial knowledge in the previously defined financial literacy areas of saving,
budgeting, investing, credit, insurance, and taxes to take care of themselves financially,
but may face economic barriers to engaging in those behaviors. Another finding that
came out of the Stage Three research analysis was the proposition that womeQ¶VOLIH
priorities and necessities may require them to engage in behaviors, including not making
as much income as men, that appear to not be financially literate. This dynamic could be
viewed as the opportunity costs, or the real cost of output foregone, RIZRPHQ¶V
responsibilities and priorities with the decision made with the full understanding of the
financial consequences.
Finally, the Stage Three research analysis yielded the proposition that women
might be exhibiting a different definition of rational action than is usually considered in
economic reasoning in that maximizing their utility might not mean saving for their
retirement or the future, but using their capital to care for their family.
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Conclusion
The purpose of this study is an in-depth examination of the financial topics that
women need to understand given their current role and responsibilities in families and
society. The original intent of the study was to utilize the accepted definition of financial
literacy ± knowledgeable in the areas of managing money (including saving, budgeting,
investing, credit, insurance, and taxes) and utilizing that knowledge to gain personal
welfare through financial literacy ± to determine areas of high need financial learning
areas for women. The data indicated two types of findings: knowledge-based, which was
the type of information that the study expected to find, and definitional, which was a
critical area that moved beyond the realm of identifying areas of knowledge weakness.
The key knowledge-based finding was that women need a better understanding of
the product functioning and institutional operations aspects of personal finance in order to
be financially literate, particularly in the areas of mortgages and investing. This
knowledge-based finding was an area where the three stages of research all indicated that
women needed more information.
The central knowledge-based category that involved the themes of a knowledge
weakness in the product functioning and institutional operations areas was indicated
throughout all threes stages of the research. In Stage One, the central knowledge-based
FDWHJRU\ZDVFOHDUO\DUWLFXODWHGWKURXJKWKHDQDO\VLVRIZRPHQ¶VILQDQFLDOVXUYH\UHVXOWV
,Q6WDJH7ZRWKHILQGLQJVZHUHIRFXVHGVOLJKWO\WRVKRZWKDWZRPHQ¶VZHDNQHss in the
product functioning and institutional operations areas was more pronounced in the areas
of mortgages and investing. In Stage Three, it became clear through focus group
LQWHUYLHZVLQZRPHQ¶VILQDQFLDOOLWHUDF\FODVVHVWKDWZRPHQKDGDVRXQGXQGHUstanding
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in the areas of budgeting, saving, credit, and taxes, but needed more product-functioning
and institutional operations knowledge in the areas of mortgages and investing.
The study also found that while women have some financial knowledge
weaknesVHVDVGLVFXVVHGDERYHDFULWLFDOLVVXHLQWKHDQDO\VLVRIZRPHQ¶VILQDQFLDO
OLWHUDF\LVWKHGHILQLWLRQDOFRQVWUDLQWVRIILQDQFLDOOLWHUDF\JLYHQZRPHQ¶VXQLTXHUROHLQ
society today. The key definitional finding was that the accepted definition of financial
literacy is incomplete as it does not include access to capital as one of its inputs, along
with the input of financial knowledge, to yield responsible financial behavior. Because
women have lower access to capital and capital is a critical input in the definition of
financial literacy, some women face opportunity costs, and may also have redefined the
concept of rational action when it comes to financial management. As such, even if they
have financial understanding, that understanding cannot yield the behavioral output that
LVVHWIRUWKLQWKHDFFHSWHGGHILQLWLRQ*LYHQZRPHQ¶VXQLTXHSODFHLQ86VRFLHW\WKH
accepted definition of financial literacy may not only be incomplete, but may have
significant gender-related issues.
Stage One of the research analysis began to indicate the issue of an economic
barrier which may be preventing women who do have financial knowledge from being
able to manifest that knowledge to take care of themselves financially. It also gave the
first sense that the definition of financial literacy may be incomplete.
Stage Two echoed the findings of an economic barrier that prevents women who
might have sufficient knowledge in the previously defined financial literacy areas of
saving, budgeting, investing, credit, insurance, and taxes to take care of themselves
financially, including investing in risky, higher performing assets and saving for
retirement. The findings of the Stage Two research analysis supported the central
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definitional category that evolved from Stage One, and also helped frame the economic
EDUULHULVVXHLQWHUPVRIWKHRSSRUWXQLW\FRVWVWKDWZRPHQIDFH*LYHQZRPHQ¶VORZHU
access to capital, their apparently non-financially literate behavior in some cases could be
viewed as the opportunity costs, or the real coVWRIRXWSXWIRUHJRQHRIZRPHQ¶V
responsibilities and priorities.
The Stage Three research analysis supported the central definitional category, as
well as the economic barrier and opportunity costs concepts that evolved from Stage Two
of the research analysis. Stage Three also yielded the proposition that women might be
exhibiting a different definition of rational action than is usually considered in economic
reasoning in that maximizing their utility might not mean saving for their retirement or
the future, but using their capital to care for their family.
The next chapter will review the findings of the study, along with the original
research questions, in the context of the implications for practice, policy, and future
research.
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CHAPTER 5
OVERVIEW OF STUDY
This study proposed an in-depth examination of the financial topics that women
need to understand given their current roles and responsibilities in families and society.
This research builds on previous studies that have shown that women have traditionally
been identified as less financially literate than men. The definition of financial literacy as
it is utilized in this study, and is accepted in the literature (e.g, Hogarth, 2002), is being
knowledgeable in the areas of managing money (including saving budgeting, investing,
credit, insurance, and taxes) and utilizing that knowledge to gain personal welfare
through financial security.
The study worked from a series of assumptions at the outset. The primary
assumption was that financial education leads to financial knowledge, which in turn leads
to responsible financial behavior. Studies reviewed in Chapter 2 indicated that there is a
link between knowledge and behavior; that people who are more financially literate
behave more financially responsible (e.g. Hilgert et al., 2003; Lusardi & Mitchell, 2007;
Calvet, Campbell, and Sodini, 2005: and Van Rooji, Lusardi, and Alessie, 2007).
Additional studies reviewed (Bernheim et al, 2001 and Caskey, 2006) indicated that
financial education yielded more financial knowledge. A second assumption was that one
RIWKHURRWVRIWKHSUREOHPRIZRPHQ¶VODFNRIILQDQFLDOOLWHUDF\WRGD\LVWKDWWKH&')7%&

"((*)(*4"%$ financial principles are not being taught. In other words, it is assumed that
women will become more financially literate if they are taught the financial principles
that are currently lacking in financial education. A third assumption was that girls and
women have access to financial education.
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Review of Research Questions
The primary research question for this study was what knowledge do American
women need to be helped to make better financial decisions? A secondary set of
questions elaborate on different approaches to finding that information: through the
analysis of financial literacy surveys, through WKHDQDO\VLVRIZRPHQ¶VILQDQFLDOEHKDYLRU,
and through focus group interviews with women in financial literacy classes.
The research questions that guided this study are:

+,"%&-.)/0$12$&1)&3'$*4!".&/)'$.&.$$1&%)&'"-$&5$%%$*&64.".!4"0&1$!474).78&
a. What financial topics do women struggle with most, as demonstrated through
financial literacy surveys?
b. What are common financial problems for women, as demonstrated through
different financial behaviors?
c. What financial knowledge do American women report they need?
This study involved three stages of data collection and analysis. The first stage was an
analysis of financial literacy surveys and test results to determine an initial grouping of
categories and incidents of high need learning areas for women. The second stage
involved WKHDQDO\VLVRIZRPHQ¶VILQDQFLDOEHKDYLRU, and the constant comparison of the
themes and concepts that emerge will be compared with the categories that developed in
Stage One. This constant comparison further refined the category development. Stage
Three of the study involved focus group interviews with a group of women who
participated in financial literacy classes. The results of these interviews were analyzed for
emergent themes and concepts, and were compared with the findings from Stages One
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and Two of the study to develop the final grouping of categories of high need financial
knowledge areas for women, which ultimately formed the theories of the study.
The findings from this research yielded insight about what women might be
lacking in terms of financial literacy in the areas of product functioning and institutional
operations. Additionally, the research indicated that the lower level of financial
experience of women might provide an explanation for that issue. Because women have
less financial experience, they may know less about how financial products functions,
and how financial institutions operate.
More importantly, the results of this study indicate that the accepted definition of
financial literacy, which connects financial behavior to financial knowledge, might need
to be focused further as it does not currently include access to capital as a necessary
component of responsible financial behavior. As such, the study sheds light on a
disconnect between knowledge and behavior. The findings regarding the definition of
financial literacy were further supported by a series of discoveries involving why women
who may have financial knowledge, but that alone may not be sufficient to be able
demonstrate financial behavior because of economic barriers and opportunity costs, and a
different interpretation of rational action than the classic, male-centric economic
definition.
Finally, the study yielded the possibility for future work that at a minimum
examines the idea that the gender-based difference in financial literacy may not be due to
ZHDNQHVVHVLQZRPHQ¶VILQDQFLDONQRZOHGJHEXWUDWKHUWRGLVSDULWLHVLQZRPHQ¶VDFFHVV
to capital. Taken together, these findings indicate that there are resource-based reasons
that women lack what has traditionally been defined as the necessary knowledge and
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skills needed to be financially literate. However, the differential access to resources and
the priorities that women may have in their lives may also be the basis for a different set
of dispositions based on the values and attitudes they have cultivated for using financial
knowledge and skills.
Primary Findings of the Study
Product Functioning and Institutional Operations Understanding. Women need a
better understanding of how financial markets, products, and components function, as
well as an understanding of how an institution operates in a financial transaction in order
to be financially literate, given the accepted definition of financial literacy. The research
consistently demonstrates that women have a weaker understanding of how different
financial products and mechanisms function; as well as the role of the consumer and
institution in transactions. This weaker understanding is demonstrated particularly in the
area of mortgages and investing.
The study also found that wRPHQ¶VZHDNIXQFWLRQDODQGRSHUDWLRQDO
understanding of personal finance may be related to their lack of experience in the
independent practice of personal finance. Women have only recently gained access to
independent credit, and as such have less experience with financial instruments and
management.
Financial Literacy Definitional Issues. The current, accepted definition of
financial literacy needs to be broadened to include both financial knowledge as well as
access to capital as necessary components to financial behavior to take care of oneself
was another finding from this study. The study determined that, even if one has the
necessary financial understanding to take care of oneself financially, that understanding is
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not sufficient to behave responsibly without adequate FDSLWDO$VVXFKJLYHQZRPHQ¶V
unique position in society today with greater financial responsibility for family, in the
workplace, and for themselves in different places in their lives (Heintz & Folbre, 2000;
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2008; U.S. Census Bureau, 2008) while having less
access to capital (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2008), it appears that the accepted
definition of financial literacy has significant gender-related issues and may not provide a
FOHDUSLFWXUHRIZRPHQ¶VILQDQFLDOOLWHUDF\.
To begin with, women might have sufficient financial knowledge in the
previously defined financial literacy areas of saving, budgeting, investing, credit,
insurance, and taxes to take care of themselves financially, but may face economic
barriers to engaging in those behaviors. Evidence indicates that women make less money
than men, but can have equal or higher financial responsibility. As such, women may
face economic barriers to all sorts of savings, and even home ownership. Therefore, it
may not the case that women are choosing to act financially irresponsible; it may be that
they do not have the financial means to do use their financial knowledge to gain financial
success. For these reasons, it is clear that financial success is not sufficient to be an
indicator of financial literacy.
:RPHQ¶VOLIHSULRULWLHVDQGQHFHVVLWLHV, including not making as much income as
men, may require them to utilize their financial knowledge, in ways that appear to
indicate a lack of financial literacy. While women may understand the importance of
certain financial behaviors (like savings, especially as it relates to the ability to take care
of themselves in the present as well as save for the future) they may have a different set
of life priorities than most men ± or necessities ± like caring for children, that require
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them to engage in employment behaviors that may ultimately yield a lower salary for the
same job. This finding may indicate that women have different dispositions regarding
how they use the financial resources, knowledge and skills that they have acquired; even
whether the resources, knowledge and skills are similar or different from the traditional
male-centric patterns that have dominated American society. However, at the same time
women may make the choice with the full understanding of what that behavior will yield,
and they suffer the opportunity cost because of the choice they were obligated to make.
Finally, the ways in which women use financial resources, knowledge, and skills
might be an indication that they are exhibiting a different set of dispositions and
definition of rational action than is usually considered in male-centric economic
reasoning and behavior. Some women may have determined that maximizing their utility
does not mean saving for retirement or investing, or possibly did not have that option if
saving or investing came at the expense of providing basic support for their families.
They are making conscious decisions with financial knowledge, and an understanding of
the consequences of their financial decision-making. For example, some of the women in
the focus group interviews in the study indicated that they had an income level and
financial responsibilities for their children that precluded them from having sufficient
funds for saving for retirement, even though they recognized that saving was a good idea.
Implications for Practice
Both sets of findings, the knowledge-based and definitional, will have a positive
impact on what is possible in practice. Primarily, the findings can provide direction for
curriculum development in the many various types of financial education programs that
exist. Financial education programs are increasing, across public high schools as well
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as other types of institutions like community-based organizations, financial services
organizations, community colleges, and employers. As such, financial education
curriculum developers can benefit from the knowledge-EDVHGILQGLQJVRQZRPHQ¶V
financial literacy that this study has yielded. For example, new curricula could include an
emphasis on helping students learn how financial products functions, and how financial
institutions operate. While this study only focused on women, it may be that different
populations, including people who have only had recent access to capital and financial
products, need a greater understanding in this area. Curriculum could be developed to
meet that need. However, more studies focused specifically on current levels of financial
understanding in these areas are needed to inform the development of such a curriculum.
Groups that provide financial education resources for women and girls in
particular, such as women-focused education centers, will benefit from findings about the
financial knowledge that women are lacking and an understanding of the financial
strategies that are necessary given different economic profiles. For example, groups that
provide information for female mortgage borrowers or regarding retirement savings for
women will benefit by knowing how to approach the material to make it most useful and
comprehensible to women given their unique situation. In this case, the material would
LQFRUSRUDWHDQXQGHUVWDQGLQJRIZRPHQ¶VORZHUDFFHVVWRFDSLWDOOHVVH[SHUience with
independent financial management, and growing financial responsibility.
Additionally, educators who are developing and offering financial education
curricula of all types would also benefit from an understanding of the flaw in the
definition of financial literacy that was articulated in the findings of this study. This study
discovered that a lack of access to capital can mask financial knowledge when financial
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literacy is gauged by financial behavior. Similarly, positive financial behaviors might
mask a lack of knowledge. For example, previous studies indicate that men are more
confident investors than women, so they tend to take more risk in their investing.
However, the understanding of the need for risk in an aggressive investment program is a
sophisticated level of understanding, that may not be the reason that the men are taking
more risk in their investing (Rosenwald, 2008). An understanding of the approach needed
to determine where financial knowledge is lacking, given the incompleteness of the
financial literacy definition, will assist educators in creating programs with depth and
long-term impact for both genders. For example, some men may have better access to
capital and less financial knowledge, so they are in need of financial education. Similarly,
some men may have more limited access to capital, and that needs to be taken into
account.
The study also yields implications for practice for the financial services industry.
One key area is how consumer products such as mortgages of all different structures are
articulated by industry representatives to prospective clients. This communication needs
WRLQYROYHDQXQGHUVWDQGLQJRIWKHFOLHQW¶VRXWORRNRQULVNJLYHQWKHLUOLIHVLWXDWLRQDQG
also needs to provide sufficient information without assuming that everyone understands
the benefits of mortgages and investing. The conversation needs to be framed with an
understanding of the perspective of clients of all different life situations, especially those
without a history of access to capital, not just those who are already plugged into the
financial system. Financial services companies may need to provide a different kind of
communications material, and training in communications for the representatives who
work with a wide variety of clients and consumer products. Financial consulting surveys
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VKRZ³DGLVWXUELQJGLVUHJDUG´IRUWKHILQDQFLDOZHOO-being of women compared to men
(Dickinson, 1996).
Implications for Policy
Policymakers will benefit from the information and research in this study, as it
can help focus funding in the area of more effective financial education. As financial
education continues to grow, policymakers will need to determine how best to allocate
funding for programs, and the findings from this study will help them determine areas of
educational funding needs, as well as approaches, given the financial literacy definitional
issues that have been articulated in this study.
$GGLWLRQDOO\SROLF\PDNHUVZKRIRFXVRQZRPHQ¶VHFRQRPLFVHFXULW\ZLOODOVR
benefit from a greater understanding of the financial topics women need to understand,
and the financial challenges women face, as they move toward economic security.
Women in the United States are still paid less than men for the same kinds of jobs, have
less access to higher-paying jobs and education, and tend to accumulate less wealth over
time as they may choose to stay home to care for their children for all or part of their
prime working years. Some indications of the need for an informed policy response to
ZRPHQ¶VHFRQRPLF security are the alarming rate of women under the poverty level, the
growing rate of women-headed households, the increased rate of divorce, and the
persistent discrimination in the home and workplace that continues to burden women and
impede their economic security. As the government sets policy for education, it is
necessary to recognize the educational needs of women in the areas of personal finance,
given the economic challenges that women currently face.
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5HFRJQL]LQJZRPHQ¶VHFRQRPLFEDUULHUVDQGRSSortunity costs to entering
financial areas like mortgage-based home ownership and retirement savings-based
investing is a critical piece in the economic security puzzle. The assumption can no
longer be made that women simply need more knowledge in order to cross the bridge to a
certain level of financial behavior. It is clear from this study that given the financial
system in the United States today, that women ± or any group of people ± who have less
access to capital have less ability to participate in financial practices that allow them to
take care of themselves financially.
Additionally, policy-making in the area of consumer financial services needs to be
more consistent and comprehensive. Specifically, in some financial services areas, like
mortgages and investing, the structures are so complicated and the communication is so
convoluted that few people can actually understand the transaction and their associated
risks. The financial crisis in 2008 that was brought on by the sub-prime mortgage crisis is
an example of the type of extraordinary financial risk some that consumers face, and he
need for improved communication between financial representative and client. For
people with access to capital, an unexpected expenditure or dip in the value of an
investment may not be a financial life-altering event. However, for people with less
access to capital, the clear communication of financial structures and risk is critical
because of the financial devastation that can be caused due to a lack of understanding.
While the consumer has a responsibility to understand the transaction, the communication
QHHGVWREHFOHDUDQGIRFXVHGJLYHQDQXQGHUVWDQGLQJRIWKHFRQVXPHU¶VEDFNJURXQG
financial profile, and life situation.
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Implications for Theory and Research
The findings from this study yield numerous and important implications for
research in the area of financial literacy. First of all, it is critical that the definition of
financial literacy be re-examined given the articulation in this study for the need to
include access to capital as an important component along with financial knowledge in
order to yield responsible financial behavior. The findings from this study confirm that
financial literacy is composed of a combination of knowledge, skills, and dispositions
that appear to be gender-related and that also appear to be related to access to varying
types and levels of financial resources. Building upon this foundation, a re-examination
of the link between financial knowledge and financial behavior is an important first step.
This re-examination requires a review of assumptions not only that financial knowledge
leads to responsible financial behavior, but as well that responsible financial behavior is
always a result of financial knowledge.
This re-examination would involve studies that isolate financial knowledge from
financial behavior, and also examine the role of access to capital in the realization of
responsible financial behavior. It may be that this type of research and re-examination
yields the idea of fewer gender-specific differences in financial knowledge, or at least a
range of strengths and weaknesses for both genders. It may well determine that the
gender-specific component of financial literacy is not financial knowledge, but access to
capital, as U.S. women have less access to capital than men do. It may also be interesting
to investigate to what extent differing access to financial resources shapes not only
financial behavior, but also the dispositions, knowledge and skills needed to succeed in
maximizing those resources.
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As such, it may be necessary to examine the concept of financial literacy in a
VLPLODUIUDPHZRUNDV&DURO*LOOLJDQ¶V(WKLFVRI&DUH (Gilligan, 1993). As the accepted
definition of financial literacy is based primarily on the input of financial knowledge and
not access to capital, it appears that people who are not behaving financially responsible
in areas like mortgage-based home ownership or investment-based retirement savings are
less financially literate. The diagram below indicates that there is currently a male-centric
model that financial literacy is sufficient to achieve financial success, with the
assumption that the knowledge without adequate capital can be used solely to achieve
financial success. Similarly, the current thought on financial literacy also assumes that
financial literacy will lead to access to capital, which in turn will lead to financial
success.

Traditional Male-Centric Model of Financial Literacy
Î

Financial
Literacy
Ô

Financial
³6XFFHVV´
Ò

Access
To
Capital
However, careful examination has shown that people who are not engaging in
those behaviors may very well have adequate financial knowledge, but face economic
barriers and opportunity costs to manifesting that knowledge in certain ways. Similarly, it
has been shown that people who do invest in risky assets ± which is considered a
finanically literate behavior given the long-term risk-return yield ± may not be doing so
because they are financially knowledgeable. Given how different women DQGPHQ¶VOLIH
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directions, access to capital, and areas of responsibility, the same behavior might not be
expected even if the same knowledge were shared.
As such, a more focused view on financial literacy is appropriate. The diagram
below indicates that access to capital is necessary for contextualized financial success,
and that financial literacy may not necessarily be required for financial success. At the
same time, access to capital may lead to greater financial literacy, and vice versa, as the
availability of capital is necessary for the use of financial products and institutions.

Female-Related Model of Financial Literacy
Î
Access
To
Capital

Contextualized
Financial
Success
Ñ
Ô

Ò
Financial
Literacy

It would be worthwhile to do a study that included men and women with different
levels of access to capital and financial responsibility, and determine different approaches
of these groups. This could eventually yield a perspective on financial literacy that took
the component of access to capital into account. Thus, men and women can both benefit
from a re-examination of the concept of financial literacy to include a multitude of
contexts and experiences, and a range of inputs. It may be the case that the findings of
this study do not just apply to women, but to other undercapitalized groups as well.
Given what has been found in this study, additional research into the
communication of consumer products in the financial services industry is necessary. For
example, consumers have different levels of experience with certain types of financial
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transactions, have access to different types of financial information, and may utilize a
different logic and rationale with financial behavior given their inputs. Studies that look
at the financial services industry, and the way financial advice and guidance is provided,
need to examine the reality of different life situations, and determine how to best provide
financial information and advice based on those situations. The studies might interview
subjects of different income levels to determine their access to different types of financial
information, and their experience with the financial services industry, as well as what
approach to financial advice and guidance they might prefer.
Studies of both genders that focus on the issues of product functioning and
institutional operations are also necessary. Given the evolution of consumer products, the
government taking varying positions on financial regulation, and the amount of
independence in areas like retirement savings, it may be that multiple groups are
struggling with financial understanding in the areas of product functioning and
institutional operations. As such, studies that examine the best approach to financial
education in the areas of product functioning and institutional operations for both genders
need to be conducted to determine how best to educate people as financial services
continue to evolve. These studies might include a combination of survey testing to
determine basic levels of understanding, along with a qualitative interview approach to
determine how to educate people with varying level of basic financial understanding in
the areas of product functioning and institutional operations.
In the area of product functioning and institutional operations understanding, it
may also be worthwhile to examine the understanding of less traditional financial
institutions and structures involving products like instant tax refunds and payday loans.
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Research into how these options are perceived and evaluated compared to more
traditional financial institutions and structures would help articulate a relevant piece of
the financial literacy puzzle. These studies might include surveys of undercapitalized
groups that examine the understanding and awareness of different types of financial
institutions and products, as well as the analysis that is undertaken when choosing
different institutions and products, including those that are less traditional.
Conclusion
The study yielded the possibility for future work that at a minimum examines the
idea that the gender-based difference in financial literacy may not be due to a weakness
LQZRPHQ¶VILQDQFLDONQRZOHGJHEXWUDWKHUWRGLVSDULWLHVLQZRPHQ¶VDFFHVVWRFDSLWDO
The results indicate that the assumption can no longer be made that women simply need
better financial knowledge in order to reach a certain level of financial behavior. It is
clear from this study that given the financial system in the United States today, that
women ± or any group of people ± who have less access to capital face economic barriers
and opportunity costs to participating in financial practices that allow them to take care of
themselves financially. Financial literacy may not lead directly to financial success
without sufficient access to capital.
The findings from this study indicate that re-focusing the definition of financial
literacy is necessary. More specifically, the findings indicate that financial literacy is
composed of a combination of knowledge, skills, and dispositions that appear to be
gender-related, and may also be related to access to financial resources. It is important to
emphasize that financial literacy is necessary for everyone ± female, male, wealthy and
under-capitalized individuals ± but it is not sufficient. Additionally, capital is also
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necessary, but not sufficient for financial success. A just society requires that all
individuals ± regardless of gender or background ± have the opportunity to access both
financial capital and literacy. This study is just one step in a larger endeavor, the next step
is to further investigate the idea that fewer gender-specific differences in financial
knowledge may exist, or that a range of strengths and weaknesses in financial knowledge
exist for both genders.
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APPENDIX 1
FINANCIAL SURVEYS AND QUESTIONS
1. =).79'$*&D4.".!4"0&P4%$*"!;&H9*#$;&QRKKST
National Foundation for Credit Counselling
Questions Pertaining to money, credit, interest rates, and savings
!"#$%&'()*+,-&The 2009 Financial Literacy survey was conducted by telephone within
the United States by Harris Interactive on behalf of the NFCC (National Foundation for
Credit Counseling) between March 13 and March 16, 2009 among 1,000 adults ages 18+.
Results were weighted for age, sex, geographic region, and race where necessary to align
them with their actual proportions in the population.
!

U9$7%4).7&($*%"4.4.2&%)&').$;@&!*$14%@&4.%$*$7%&*"%$7@&".1&7"#4.27&
NF1. Do you have any savings, excluding retirement savings?
NF'R\RXKDYH«VDYHGIRUHDFKZDJHHDUQHULQWKHKRXVHKROG"
NF3. On average, what percentage of youUKRXVHKROG¶VLQFRPHGR\RXVDYHHYHU\\HDU
for retirement?
NF4. Do you currently have a home mortgage of any type?
NF5. Thinking now about your primary or main mortgage GR\RXNQRZLILWLV«"
NF6. In which of the following ways, if any, did the terms of your mortgage turn out to
be different than expected?
NF7. Have you ordered a copy of your credit report in the past 12 months?
NF8. What is your credit score?
NF9. Roughly how much credit card debt, if any, does your household carry from month
to month?
NF10. If you are not already doing so, could you live on a cash basis without access to
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credit cards for your regular monthly expenses?
NF11. Thinking now about what you have learned about personal finance, where do you
think that you learned the most?
NF12. On a scale from A to F, what grade would you give yourself in terms of your
knowledge about personal finance?
NF13. How strongly do you agree or disagree with the following statement? Considering
what you already know about personal finance, you could still benefit from some advice
and answers to everyday financial questions from a professional?
2.&V.4#$*74%;&)6&?4!,42".&H9*#$;&)6&=).79'$*7&QRKKWT&
In conjunction with the Federal Reserve Board
Knowledge Quiz
!"#$%&'()*+,: In order to answer these questions, the Federal Reserve commissioned
DGGLWLRQDOTXHVWLRQVUHJDUGLQJDKRXVHKROG¶VILQDQFLDONQRZOHGJHH[SHULHQFHEHKDYLRUV
learning experiences, and learning preferences in the monthly Surveys of Consumers.
These surveys, which were initiated in the late 1940s by the Survey Research Center at
the University of Michigan, measure changes in consumer attitudes and expectations with
regard to consumer finance decisions. Each monthly telephone survey of 500 households
includes a set of core questions covering consumer attitudes and expectations along with
socioeconomic and demographic characteristics. The questionnaire was administered in
November and December 2001; the data contain information from 1000 respondents.

X.)/0$12$&U94Y&
./($*"&
True/False
FR1. Making payments late on your bills can make it more difficult to take out a loan.
FR2. The finance charge on your credit card statement is what you pay to use credit.
FR3. If you expect to carry a balance on your credit card, the APR is the most important
thing to look at when comparing credit card offers.
FR4. Your credit rating is not affected by how much you charge on your credit cards.
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FR5. Using extra money in a bank savings account to pay off high interest rate credit card
debt is a good idea.
FR6. If you are behind on debt payments and go to a credit counseling service, they can
get the federal government to apply your income tax refund to pay off your debts.
FR7. If your credit card is stolen and someone uses it before you report it missing, you
are only responsible for $50, no matter how much they charge on it.
FR8. Creditors are required to tell you the APR that you will pay when you get a loan.
FR9. Your credit report includes employment data, your payment history, any inquiries
made by creditors, and any public record information.
FR10. If you have any negative information on your credit report, a credit repair agency
can help you remove that information.
!01*,+&
True/False
FR11. With compound interest, you earn interest on your interest, as well as on your
principal.
FR12. All investment products bought at your bank are covered by FDIC insurance.
FR13. Mutual funds pay a guaranteed rate of return.
FR14. A stock mutual fund combines the money of many investors to buy a variety of
stocks .
FR15. Over the long-term, stocks have the highest rate of return on money invested.
FR16. If you buy certificates of deposit, savings bonds, or treasury bills, you can earn
higher returns than on a savings account, with little or no added risk.
FR17. The earlier you start saving for retirement, the more money you will have because
the effects of compounding interest increase over time.
FR18. Whole life insurance has a savings feature while term life insurance does not.
FR19. If you have a savings account at a bank, you may have to pay taxes on the interest
you earn.
23/"+0+(&
True/False
FR20. If the interest rate on an adjustable rate mortgage loan goes up, your monthly
mortgage payments will also go up.
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FR21. You could save thousands of dollars in interest costs by choosing a 15-year rather
than a 30-year mortgage.
FR23. Repeatedly refinancing your home mortgage over a short period of time results in
added fees and points that further increase your debt.
FR24. When you use your home as collateral for a loan, there is no chance of losing your
home.
4(,(/05&
True/False
FR25. You should have an emergency fund that covers two to six months of your
expenses.
FR26. Your bank will usually call to warn you if you write a check that would overdraw
your account.
FR27. The cash value of a life insurance policy is the amount available if you surrender
your life insurance policy while you're still alive.
3. N,$&H%".1"*17&4.&<!).)'4!7&H9*#$;&QWSSST
National Council on Economic Education
Money, Interest Rates, and Inflation
!"#$%&'()*+,- Louis Harris & Associates, Inc., conducted The Standards in Economics
Survey on behalf of the Council for Economic Education. The survey research was
funded by Merrill Lynch. This survey is based on interviews with a national cross-section
of 1,010 adults aged 18 and over and a representative sample of 1,085 students in grades
9 through 12 between January 22, 1999 and February 3, 1999.
NC1. For most people, the largest portion of their personal income comes from:
NC2. If the interest rates charged by banks decreased, businesses are most likely to:
NC3. Assume that one U.S. dollar is equivalent to 10 Japanese yen. If the value of the
dollar appreciates so that one dollar is equivalent to 15 Japanese yen, which of the
following occurs?
NC4. The stock market is an example of an institution within our economy that exists to
help people achieve their economic goals. The existence of the stock market:
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NC5. Which of the following are most likely to be helped by inflation?
NC6. When the federal government's expenditures for a year are greater than its revenue
for that year, the difference
NC7. The cost of borrowing money is the:
NC8. Which of the following types of investments has the greatest risk of losing value
due to inflation?
NC9. Some people prefer to buy mutual funds rather than stocks in a few individual
companies because generally mutual funds:
4. Z$"0%,&".1&B$%4*$'$.%&H%91;&RKK[
A Longitudinal Study of Health, Retirement, and Aging Sponsored by the National
Institute on Aging
The University of Michigan, Institute for Social Research, Survey Research Center
Study Design: The HRS is a national longitudinal study based on core biennial
interviews of nearly 20,000 individuals representing the US population over age 50.
Hispanics and African-Americans were over- sampled. Every six years, the HRS enrolls a
new birth cohort in order to maintain a steady-state representation of the over 50 US
population. Baseline interviews with existing birth cohorts were conducted in 1992, 1993,
1998, and 2004, with plans to enroll the next 6-year cohort in 2010. Participants are
followed through the life course with biennial surveys and supplemental data collections.
Data are de-identified and made publicly available at no charge to users.
Module 2: Annuities
HR1. How many years of working and paying into Social Security do you think it takes a
typical worker to become entitled to his or her own retirement benefit, based on his or her
own work record?
HR2. What is the youngest age that you think an eligible worker can apply for his or her
own Social Security retirement benefits?
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HR3. How closely do you think Social Security retirement checks adjust with the overall
cost of living, after a worker retires - would you say not at all, somewhat, or fully?
HR4. What do you think that a typical 70-year old retired worker currently receives in
Social Security retirement benefits, not counting spouse benefits?
Module 8: Retirement Planning
HR5. Do you think that the following statement is true or false? Buying a single company
stock usually provides a safer return than a stock mutual fund.
HR6. Suppose you had $100 in a savings account and the interest rate was 2% per year.
After 5 years, how much do you think you would have in the account if you left the
money to grow: more than $102, exactly $102, less than $102?
HR7. Imagine that the interest rate on your savings account was 1% per year and inflation
was 2% per year. After 1 year, would you be able to buy more than, exactly the same as,
or less than today with the money in this account?
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APPENDIX 2
STATISTICS OF FINANCIAL BEHAVIOR
FB1. A.!)'$
U.S. Census Bureau
FB2.&H"#4.27&*"%$
U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis
FB3. B$%4*$'$.%&7"#4.27!
U.S. Social Security Administration
Federal Reserve Board Survey of Consumer Finances
FB4"!Z)'$&)/.$*7,4(
Harvard Joint Center for Housing Studies
U.S. Census Bureau
FB5. ?)*%2"2$&0)".&1$6"90%!
Center for Responsible Lending
Mortgage Bankers Association
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC)
FB6. ?)*%2"2$&6)*$!0)79*$!
Center for Responsible Lending
Mortgage Bankers Association
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC)
FB7.&=*$14%&*"%4.2&
Experian
FB8.&C"*%4!4("%4).&4.&%,$&7%)!-&'"*-$%&)*&)%,$*&4.#$7%'$.%7!
Federal Reserve Board Survey of Consumer Finance
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APPENDIX 3
PRELIMINARY DRAFT OF OVERVIEW QUESTIONS
Why are you in this financial literacy class?
When did you first start learning about personal finance?
How did you decide that you would like to learn more about personal finance?
What sorts of opportunities have you had to learn about finance? What barriers to finding
financial information have you faced?
What challenges have you faced in learning financial information?
What have you learned so far about financial literacy?
What else would you like to learn?
How much of your current overall financial knowledge has come from this class?
What have you learned from it?
How much of your current overall financial knowledge has come from your family?
What have you learned from them?
How much of your current overall financial knowledge has come from your life
experience?
What are some of the lessons you have learned?
What are you areas of strength in financial understanding?
What are your areas of weakness in financial understanding?
Overall, what have been the most important financial lessons learned?
Do you feel like you have enough financial knowledge to take care of yourself and your
family? Why or why not?
Would you like to continue to learn more financial information?
How do you expect to continue to learn more financial information? What types of
resources would be helpful?
Is there anything else you think I should know?
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APPENDIX 4
FINANCIAL CONCEPT DEFINITIONS
1.!A.!)'$ ± Amount of money that an individual earns in a given period.
2. H"#4.27&± Money that is accrued. Can accumulate when income is higher than expenses
for a business or indivdual.
3. \$5% ± Money that is owed. Can accumulate when expenses are higher than income for
a business or individual.
4. =*$14% ± Borrowing capacity; the agreement to repay a loan over time/
5. A.%$*$7%&*"%$7 -- The cost of using the money provided by a loan, mortgage, credit card,
or line of credit, usually expressed as a percentage over a period of time. Interest also
refers to the income, figured as a percentage of the original loan or principal. Includes the
concept of compound interest.
6. &A.#$7%4.2²The use of capital to create more money. This case refers to a financial
investment where an individual puts money into a income-producing vehicle. Includes
the concept of risk diversification.
7.!A.79*".!$ ± A system where individuals concerned about risk and potential hazards can
pay premiums to a company which will pool the income, and reimburse members in the
event of a loss.
8. N"F$7&± The act of paying a fee to the government to finance government activities.
Knowledge of taxes is also important because of potential tax refunds.
9. B$%4*$'$.%&(0"..4.2 ± The process of determining retirement goals and the program for
budgeting and investing to achieve those goals.
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10. D4.".!4"0&(*)6$774)."07&± Individuals with expertise in the areas of money management
including banking, investing, insurance, and taxes. (Investopedia.com, 2009)
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